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ABSTRAC~ 
The Ordovician Long Foint Formation is present in the 
northwest part of the Port au Fort Peninsula, western Newfoundland, 
where it also underlies the whole of the dagger-like northeast-
ward extension of the peninsula known as Long Point from which 
it derives its name. This study is concerned with the geology 
and some aspects of the paleontology of the Long Point ]'ormation 
outcrop between Three Rock Point and the village of Black Duck 
Brook, an area of some thirteen square miles. 
The Long Point Formation consists of fossiliferous lime-
stones, sandstones and shales that have been divided by the writer 
and Weerasinghe (19?0), who studied the geology of the northern 
part of Long Point, into seven members. Named after their type 
1 localities they are, from oldest to youngest, the Tea Cove, 
Shore Point, Portage, Black Duck, LeRoy, Beach Point and Misty 
Cove Members. ~he rook types present in each member and the 
relationship of one member to another are described. 
The beds of the Long Point Formation rest unconformably 
on the Middle Ordovician rocks of the Humber Arm Group. They 
strike northeastward& and dip towards the northwest at 40 degrees 
in the Black Duck Brook area but as they are traced southeast-
wards towards Lourdes they become vertical and then overturned; 
since the beds always face to the northwest their structure is 
homoclinal. Although only minor faults of small displacement 
affect the formation itself, its boundaries are defined by 
..... ___ ... 
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major faults that separate it frotn both olde1• and younGer 
strata.. 
F(J~1 sils collected in the thesis al'Ull include bl•achiopods, 
bryozoans, cephalopods, crinoid fraGments, eastropods, 
graptolites, ostracodes, tabulate and rucoso corals and trilo-
bites. The bryozoan and trilobita fallnas m•e described, the 
former for the first timo, nnd details aro also given of some 
of the other fossils present. 
The beds of the Long Point Formation were laid down in 
the shallow coastal waters of a tran!jr;res si ve sea. 'l'he abund-
ance or limoatones with a varied benthonic faunn and the 
presence of small colwnnar raefs bu:U t by the tabulate coral 
Labyrinthites indicate an equatorio.l marine environment. 
The Long Point Formation is correlated, on the basis of 
1 ts fossil fauna, \oti th the Ottawa I"ormation of the Otta\o~a-st. 
Ln\ltrence Lowland and 1 ts at;e is regarded a.s ranging from upper 
Middle Ordovician to lower Upper Ordovician (upper Wilderness 
to upper Barneveld Sta~es). 
- 1 -
Chapter l 
INTRODVCTIQN 
Legation and Size of the Area 
The regional setting or the thesis area is the northwest 
coast or the Port au Port Peninsula or Western Newfoundland (Fig. 1). 
The thesis area covers about 13 square miles. The boundaries or 
the area are shown in Figure 2. The distance from Black Duck Brook 
in the northeast to Three Rock Point in the southwest is 13 miles. 
Good coastal sections are present between the village or Blaclc Duclc 
Brook and West Bay, along the eastern side or Long Point, and at 
Clam Banlc Cove and Three Roclc Point on the northwestern side or the 
Port au Port Peninsula. The coast between Misty Point and the north-
Co"' 
ern end or Clam Bank Cove and from the southern end or Clam Banlclto 
Three Rock Point (Fig. 2) was not included in the thesis area because 
it is underlain by yoW1ge21 strata than are present in the thesis 
.. 
area, and these strata are being studied by another graduate student 
from Memorial University. 
The map area lies between Latitude l.t-8°40 1 and lt·8°lr3 1 North and 
Loneitude ;89 581 and ;o0 1o• West. 
Agcessib;l.litY 
A fairly good, all weather gravel road connects the thesis urea 
with Stephenville via Piccadily (Fig. 1). Stephenville is situated 
about 37 miles southwest ar the area. Most or the roads are narro~r 
nnd a network of rough tra.clcs in the wooded areas supplements the 
main road system. 
Coastal sections are generally accessible from the shore at 
low tide but where the cliffs are particularly high it is necessary 
to use a rope in order to study the roclcs in the upper p~u·t or such 
* Mrs. F. H.C. O'Brien 
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cliff's. Away from the coust, patches or thiclt vegetation, swampy 
ground and a cover of glacial drift htwe resulted in a. paucity of 
outcrops and this maltes it difficult to deto1•mine the underlying 
geology. 
Field Work 
Field work was carried out between June and August or 1969 and 
a further week was spent in the field in July 1970. Most of the 
field work was accomplished by compass traverses. As no topographic 
map or the areu is available on a suitable scale for mapping, 
plotting in the field was done upon aerial photoeruphs having a 
scale or l to lo,ooo. Results were then transferred from the 
photographs to a map on a scale or four inches to a mile. 
Purpose of Study 
The purpose of thin thesis project was t'<~oi'old, firstly to 
study the lithology and stratigraphy or the Long Point Formation, 
and secondly to study some aspects or the fossil fauna in detail, 
notubly the trilobites and tho bryozoans. Prior to the present 
study little work had been done on the paleontology of the Long 
Point Formation, especially 1n the field of Bryozoa. 
PhYsiogrp,phY 
~he Port au Port Peninsula, including the thesis area, shows 
generally northeasterly trending hills, underlain by resistant lime-
stones and dolomites, that rise from gently rolling lotoJland, which is 
underlain by less resistant sandstones und shales of Mississippian 
and Ordovician age. The natu1·e or the underlying bedroclt is thus 
expressed to a large extent by the topography. In the thesis area, 
Long Point, which is underlain by the limestones of the Long Point 
...... 
,,_.. ··7 - "' 1 ':'.- ··· .. • · ' • · r o .,, ,.,. ,. , ,_~ , •• ,. , . .,.,, , . , ' 
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Formation,is bounded on its eastern side by steep cliffs up to two 
hundred feet in height that face Port au Port Bay. Neighbouring 
areas underlain by the Green Point Formation and the Humber Arm 
Group show low relief as the roclts are mainly shales and sandstones 
which are less resis'bl•nt to erosion than the limestones. 
The Long Point Formation after turning inland near West Bay 
village forms a distinct ridge which may have originated from differ-
ential erosion along the line of a fault that separates the Green 
Point Formation and the Round Head breccia from the Long Point Form-
ation. 
Small streams meander through marshes between the ridges and 
hills of the area. Stream deposits mainly consist of silt, sand and 
pebbles. 
Glagial geology 
Glaciation has reSIL1lted 1n a smooth, subdued topography and 
large deposits of glacial drift. Glacial deposits are very conspic-
uous in ·~he north-eastern and south-western parts of the thesis area. 
Striations were not observed on any roclt surfaces by the writer but 
Sullivan (l94o) r.eported striations about 6 miles south-west of 
the area near Man 01 War Cove and at South Head. 
The area in the vicinity oi' Lourdes and Three Roclt Point is 
situated on a practically horizontal terrace built of glacial outwash 
at an elevation of 106 feet. It seems that this terrace represents 
the deltaic deposits formed when the ice margin was somewhat farther 
east and discharging into the sea; the terrace was subsequently up-
lifted to its present height. Included in these deposits are many 
boulders of gneiss and anorthosite and neither of these roclc types 
I 
I 
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occurs within the area which indicates that these boulders may 
have been transported from the Lone Range Cornplex, some 100 miles 
to the northeast which is the nearest source for these rock-types. 
Geological Setting 
Newfoundland forms the northernmost part of the Appalachian 
HoWltain System. This system in Newfoundland has been divided into 
three distinct geolor,ic provinces or belts, lcnown i'rom west to east 
as the Western Platform (Kny, 1966), the Central Paleozoic Mobile 
Belt (Williams, 1964· ), and _the Avalon Platform (Ko.y and Colbert, 
1965), (Fig. 3). The Central Paleozoic Hobila Belt consists of 
predominantly metamorphosed eugeosynclinal strata of' Ordovician and 
Silurian age. These roclts have been folded and raul ted and invaded 
by granitic and ultra-basic intrusions. Both the northwestern and 
southeastern sides of the Appalachian Central Paleozoic Nobile Belt 
are bounded by Precambrian roclts that are overlnin by Lower Paleo-
zoic shelf deposits thus giving a two-sided symmetry to the Appal-
achian Hountain system in Newfounc.Uund (W:Lllinrns, 1964). The West-
ern Platform lies, geographically speaking on the west side of Bnie-
Verte-Grund Lake lineafment (Fig. 3). The Precambrian crystalline 
rocks that constitute the basal part or the platform are physic-
graphically expressed by the Long Range Mountains. West of this Long 
Range complex, Cambrian clnstic rocks, locally metamorphosed, grade 
up into a thiclc series oi' Lower to Middle Ordovician roclcs referred 
to as the St. George anc.l Table Head Grou.ps (Schuchart and Dunbar, 
193~). Still further westward this carbonate sequence is apparently 
overlain by a thiclt clastic sequence called the Humber Arm Group ·• 
(Schuchart and Dunbar, 193lf). It includes shales, sandstones, 
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platy limestones and volcanic rocks intruded by large masses of 
basic and ultrnbasic roclts. This clastic sequence is regarded by 
Rodgera and Neale (1963) as forming a klippe (Fig. 4). Upon this 
sequence there lies unconformably another c~rbonate sequence, the 
Long Point Formation. It is this last sequence that !'orms tho 
basis !'or the present sttldy. 
prgyigus Work 
The first significant geological discovery in western NewfoWld-
land was made when coal seams were recognised at St. George's by 
Jukes 1n l8lt-2. 
Logan (1863) summarized and pLlblished Richardson• s (l86l) find-
ings on the Ordovician ~ocks of Western Newfoundland. Locan did not 
give ceographic names to the formations described by Richardson but 
numbered them in ascending order from 1 to 16. Later on he replaced 
these nwnerals by the letters A to Q. IUs divisions A to C = LO\'ior 
Co.mbz·ian, D to I = Lower Ordovician, and IC to 0 = l·tiddlo Ordovician 
while division P and Q represented the Hwnber Arm series as sub-
sequently recognized by Schuchart and Dunbar (1934) (Table 1). 
Murray (1873) studied the roclcs or Red Island and included them 
in a Carboniferous series. He also described the geology or the 
north side of the Port au Port Peninsula \othere he found Carboniferous 
rocks dislocated and juxtaposed with Lower Silurian strata.. 
Ho\otley (1874) was the first to recognize the occurrence of' large 
faults 1n the vicinity or Piccadjlly and also the presence of a fault 
ut the base of the Long Point strata. He measured the Long Point 
strata· (unnamed at that time) and found that the beds were 800 feet 
thick. He regarded these beds as being of Elaclc River age on the 
~ 
- ··- - - --
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basis of a reef-forning bryozoan (since identified as the tabulate 
1 Labyrinthitis chidlensis). Howley also discovered graptolites , cora , -
including Dictyonema , in shales near the village of Wes t Bay (now 
included in the Green Point Formation) . 
Schuchert and Dunbar (1934) determined the succession of Ordov-
ician strata in estern Newfonndland (Table 1) . They also recognized 
Devonian rocks in the Clam Bank Cove area and considered them to be 
unconformably overlying the Long Point Formation. In addition they 
noted the presence of thrusts and faults in western Newfoundland. 
r 
Ordovician Format ions of Western Newfoundland 
Standard Logan 's Name Character T hickness in Feet T ime Scale Divs. 
Q Humber Arm series A great clasti c series, varied 
much (with basal mem- in texture and color. At At leas t 5,000, possi-? ? base, locally t hick deposits ex tended ber of Cow llead b ly 10,000 p breccias) of very coarse limest one b reccia 
0 Green-gray shales and light-
... Black River much Long P oint series 1,530 
:;:; extended gray limestones 
-c N Heavy-bedJed pure limestone :@ Chazy an t o Table H ead series grading upward into black 1,380 
K shale 
._ I 
L ight-colored dolomites, mag-
"' 
nesian lime..tones, and fine 
"'" 
Canadian to St. George series sandstones, with Cryp to- 2,080+ 0 
..... D zoons and intraformational 
conglomera les 
-
:! I ncluded Clastic ~'!ries similar to Hum-e: Canadian in Green Point series 1,700+ 
..3 Q her A rm series 
- - ~~-----------
Table 1: Ordovician Format ions of Western Newfoundland. 
(from Schuchert and Dunbar, 1934) 
Schuchert and Dunbar (1934) established that the Green Point Form-
ati on includes the oldest Ordovic ian strata in vlestern ewfoundland . 
Their age determination was based on the graptolite fauna in these 
beds ' notably taurograptus dichoto·m_us and Dictyonema flabelliforme . 
The Long Point Formation was originally called the Long Point 
Series by Schuchert and Dunbar (1934) who estimated its thickness 
t o be 1500 feet (Table 2) . They recognized a fault sepa r ating the 
ll -
Point Formation from the younger beds Long 
of the Cow Head Breccia 
and the Humber Arm Group. 
Table 2: 
5. ( Higbest known strata, exposed along Black Duck Cove, west 
side of L ong P oint peninsula.) 
G reenish t hin-bedded rippled calcareons sandstones, with 
some blue limestone and zones of greenish sh:-ole, eontain1ng, in 
the upper part, Dinorthis aff. D. iphigenia, Hespe rorth is aff. H. 
tricenaria, Plect01·this sp. , Valcourea sp ., D almanella rogata, 
So·worbyella sericea ? (large), Rafinesquina aff. R. minnesoten-
sis, and, in th~ lower part, in brick-r ed sandstolie, Rafinesq-ttina 
n ear R. deltoiclea . (Dip 25°N.45°"\\ .) Thickness, about. . ... 536 
4. Unstudied strata from Black Duck Cove to near the llghthouse, 
7 miles north u:vng the west shore, estimated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 661 
8. ( Exposed at the lig hthouse and on both coasts.) 
G reenish-gray, somewhat rippled, ca lcareous shales inter-
bedded with three layers of fine-grained limy sandstone and 
some sandy limestone, the harder beds in the upper part replete 
with three species of Buthotrephis. In the shales occur "P?·o-
tarwa," Streptelasma a:ff. S . pro{1.tnd?tm, an anomalocystid, 
Valco1.t1'ea 2 spp., Dalmanella near D. rogata, Jta,fincsquina aff. 
R. minnesotensis, R. alte,,·nata, Sowerbyellcl ( small tumid 
form), S. aff. S. undulata Salter, lJiaclurites _n. sp., Subulites n. 
s p., EndocP'~'as p1·otei{orrne, Gonioceras n. sp., Ceraurin?ts aff. 
C. scofieldi, Illcemts victor (entire specimens), L e1Jerditia. 
(Dip. 20°N.54°"\V.) ......... .. ..... .... . ................... 150 
2. ( Exposed f or 12 miles south of the lighthouse along the greater 
part of the eastern shore.) 
L ight-gray to dove-co lored sandy limestone series in thin and 
thick beds, some rippled, and with oOlitic zones having Strepho-
chetus and thin beds of intraformational conglomerate. j}fono-
try7i.;; of a single species occurs throughout, locally making 
·small hernispT1eric reefs. On and about the r cef!'t -occur 
Echinospha;Tites sp., GTaptodictya aff. G . p1·oava, H ospero1·this 
aff. II. t1·icenaria, Glyptorthis aff. G . bellantgosct, Rafinesquina 
aff. R. minnesotensi.s, Valcou;·ea sp., Came,rella aff. C. volborthi, 
Gonioce1·as n. sp., Pt m·ygometOJJUS aff. P. callicephalus. In 
these beds, at 'I hrce Rocks Point, were collected in addition 
to the above StrejJtelasma aff. S. p1·o[1mdum, Rajinesq1.tina 
alte1·nata, So'loe?·uyella se1·icea? (large), 'l' ,riplesia extan.s, "P.I ac-
lurina n. sp., B1.tcania near puncti.f,·ons. (Dip 20°-25°). ..... 50 
I. Lower limestone and shaly limestone of east shore. Exposed 
for 1% miles north of Rocky Point........... .. . ...... .... 125 
The basal 50 feet, exp0sed in the hi gh cliff 1% miles north of 
Rocky Point, are thick-bedd ed arenaceous rippled l ight-gray 
limestone, weathering yellowish, and becoming thin-bedden 
above. The upper 75 feet are knobbly, sparingly fossiliferous 
Hmestone with three zones of greenish shale and knobbly lime-
stone, with Glyptot·this nearest to G . crispata, Va!courea 2 spp., 
• Rafinesguina aff. R . min71esoi(;nsis, Maclurites n . sp., Gonioccras 
11. sp. (Dip 43°N.30°W.) 
Generalized section of the Long Point Formation 
(from Schuchert and Dunbar, 1934) 
Sullivan (194o) mapped the Port au Port peninsula and described 
a remeasured section of the Long oint ormation (Table 3) . He 
established that the Long Point Format ion contains the youngest 
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Ordovician fauna in the region, Sullivan also· noticed that the 
Long Point Formation is overturned at Three Rock Point and he 
concluded from this that the Long Point beds had been affected by 
thrusting from the Tabla Head and St. Georse Groups, He estimated 
the thickness of the Long Point Formation as 1432 feet, 
7 
6 
3 
2 
LithologY and fauna or the beds Thickness 
in feet 
Thin bedded, lcnobbly limestone with occasional 
sandstone layers. Greenish gray color. Very 
fossiliferous containing pinorth1s cr. ~. 
tphigeota (Biilings), ~==~er~rtbis tri~enaria 
Conrad ~~~==a rogat~ Sardenson , Sowerbvail (Sowery) and Ra1'1nesqu1na 
cr. i• mionesotensis Winchell, 300 1 
Slabbyi greenish gray, sandy limestone beds, 
sparse y 1'oss1li1'erous, Exposed near the inner 
part of the cove at Blaclt Duck Brook. 90 
Thin bedded knobbly limestone, of light grey color, 
interbedded with shaly layers of greenish gray 
color. Occasional sandstone layers. Almost entirely 
unfossiliferous. Exposed along the west shore of 
Long Point between Black Duck Brook and the Light 
House, 443 
Limestone conglomerate with boulders up to 2 feet 
in diameter. Exposed t mile south or the light 
house on the west shore of Long Point. 4 
Shaly, sandy limestone and interbedded shaly beds. 
Found near the light house on both sides or the 
point. Sparsely fossiliferous, with Laperditia 
fabulites Conrad, the most abundant form. 
Thin bedded knobbly, coarse grained brownish and 
light gray limestones. Contains reefs or ~onotrvpa 
magna Ulrich, and is very fossiliferous, t a writer 
having collected the t'ollowinga Ceraurus pleurex-
anthemus (Green), Qrv~toi~~h~ sp.,Encrinurus 
cvbeleformis (Raymond ,a; us sp., Leper~itia 
fabulites Conrad, ~onio~eras cr. G. anceps Hall), 
Maclurites bigsbyHall , opercula for Maclurites, 
Glyptorthis cr. G. beRl~rugo~~lnHes;erorthis 
170 
tricenaria (Conrad), afines i~~ *~~~a~ Conrad, Rafinesquina alternataEmmons~ Rafinesautna cr. B· 
miooesotens:l..§ Winchell, Stz·ophomena incuryata (Shepard), 
~ 
-.. 
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Yalcourea sp •• Graptodictya sp., and other bryozoans. 
Bed 2 is exposed along most of the eastern shore 
of Long Point to a point 2 miles northeast of West 
Bay Village. It is also exposed at the northeast 
salient or Three Rocks Cove. 2lto 
.l Thiele bedded, massive, cliff forming gray limestone, 
grading upward into Bed 2. Occasional greenish gray 
shaly layers. Contains ~on~~r~a ;~sna Ulrich, 
Maclui·i tes bigsbyi (Hall , &Onfoceras cf. o. anceps Hall, 
Rafinesguina altqrgata (Emmons t ~a?!E:!~~=~a cf, B· ft~~~~=ensis Wine ell, Leperdi~i- --~----- Conrad, ~ sp. Bed 1 is found on the east side of Long 
Point lying between the base of Bed 2, 2 miles north-
east of the village of West Bay, and the G1•een Point 
shales and limestones, which lie to the southeast of 
the large fault cutting across the base or Long Point, 185 
Total 1'+32 feet 
Table 3a Section of the Long Point Formation. 
(.fLQm Sullivan, 1940). 
Riley (1962) mapped the Stephenville area and studied the roclcs 
ra.neing in age from Precambrian to Pleistocene. His \'lork was pub-
lished in a memoir of the Geological Survey of Canada. Table 4 shows 
the succession of roclts from lower Ordovician to lower Devonian. 
Era 
Palaeo .• 
zoic 
Period 
h 
Lower Devonian 
Middle Ordovician 
Clam Bank Cll~oup 
1,879+ 
Long Point '}roup 
1,432+ 
Humber Arm Group 
5,000+ 
Red sandstone, 
shale, conglomer-
ate, minor lime-
o e 
Limestone, sandy 
shale, possibly 
equivalent to upper 
r r b 
Red, green and 
black pyritiferous 
shales, limestone, 
graywacke, lime-
stone conglomerate, 
sandstone!· basalt 
turf, agg omerate 
'"---------'"""-----------"Cow Head Breccia"-
... · .. . 
~:-;(::J ': · .· 
~~~/.:''. ~ :~ · :.~· - . ' ' 
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Table Head Group 
807-813 
St. Georges Group 
2,'+00 + 
Green Point Group 
1,270 + 
Black and grey, 
knobbly weathering 
limestone, black 
carbonaoeo~s shales, 
ok 
Massive grey, buff 
and pink dolomite• 
shaly dolomite, black 
Shale, limestone sand-
stone (probably !n part 
equivalent to lower part 
ot St. George Group; may 
be in part Upper 
c 
Table '+a Succession of Ordovician and Lower Devonian 
Formations (from Riley, 1962). 
The presence of two largely contemporaneous Lower Paleozoic 
sequences in Western Newfoundland, one carbonate (miogeosynclinal) 
and the other clastic (eugeosynalinal), has attracted the attention 
or many geologists. Rodgers and Neale (1963) proposed a klippe 
hypothesis to explain the field relationships between these two 
sequences. According to them the carbonate sequence includes the 
St. George and Table Head Groups that belong to the miogeosynalinal 
facies. The other, clastic sequence, represented by the Humber Arm 
Group, forms the eugeosynalinal facies and is associated with 
ultramafic rooks. Bach sequence appears to range from early Cambrian 
to Middle Ordovician but, structurally, the clastic terra~e is 
surrounded on three sides by, and generally seems to lie above, 
the carbonate sequence. The latter rests unconformably on Pre-
cambrian rocks and is autochthonous. Rodgers and Neale (1963) stated 
that if the clastic terrane is also autochthonous, then either 
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invisible unconformities or rapid facies changes must separate 
the two. Since there is no evidence for these possibilities they 
suggested that the clastic terrane is allochthonous and forms two 
large klippen (Fig. 4), one extending along the west coast from 
Port au .Fort to Daniel's Harbour, and the other at the tip of the 
Great Northern Feninsula between Canada and Pistolet Bays. These 
allochthonous masses are thought to have originated east of the 
carbonate sequence in an area where large bodies of Lower Paleozoic 
clastic and volcanic rocks now occur as remnants in a dominantly 
granitic terrane. ~his area is, broadly speaking, the shallow 
northwest trending trough east of the Annieopsquotch l"'iountains. 
From this area, their place of origin, they are thought to have 
been first squeezed up and then to have slid, und.er gravity, west-
ward into a basin where shales were being deposited upon the 
autochthonous carbonate sequence. If such a movement did occur, 
then it was probably during the Taconic Orogeny, whose effects 
are so marked in the Maritime Provinces. 
Rodgers (1965) considered, from the evidence available to 
him, that an unconformity is present between the Long Point 
Formation and the underlying Humber Arm Group. Earlier workers 
regarded this contact as being due to the presence of a major 
fault. Brueckner and Utting (see Rodgers, 1965) dug out the 
base of the Long Point Formation and provided further evidence 
of the unconformable nature of the contact. 
Bolton (1965) identified the reef-forming coral of the Long 
Point Formation as Labyrinthites chidlensis, which is identical to 
colonies from the rocks of the Manicouagan area (~uebec Province) o1 
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Middle Ordovician age (Wilderness stage). Previously thie cor.al 
was thought to be the bryozoan MonotrYpa masn1 (Schuchart and 
Dunbar, 1934, Sullivan !n Riley, 1962) and before that it was thought 
to be a coral of the Tetz·adium type by Billings (1881). 
Kay (1969) gave tho thickness of the basal limastone of Long 
Point Formation as 7; metres. He st.,ted that the basal limestone 
lies unconformably on the Humber Arm thrust sheet, and that it 
is succeeded by shales containing Lower Llanvirnian (Zone 6) 
graptolites of about early Chazyo.n aee. He divided the Long Point 
Formation into 4 units (Table ;). 
4 Unites 
First Unit (lovest) --- sandstone and mud-cracked calcilutite 
20 meters thick. 
Second Unit ----------- sandy and silty beus overlain by bedded limestone, 2; meters thiclc, containing 
reefs or coral and brac-
hiopod fauna 
z;:f;!!l:a ' ' ' ' ' -~~~~!' asso~1=~Xr~t~9thea~~rals 
:na:::;= ~lot:~~~nth1tes and ~trept•~asma, 
Brachiopods in th s unit characterize 
Valcourian-Ashbyan and Portfieldian stages 
or the Chazyan and Ba.lorian series 
of the Appalachian region. 
Third Unit ------------ sruody and shaly beds succeeded by well bedded limestones, 30 meters thick. 
Fourth Unit ----------- poorly exposed shaly and sandy unit. 
Table 5a Division of the Long Point Formation according 
to Kay (1969) 
.. ·, . 
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Chapter 2 
GEOLOGY NfD STRUC'&URE 
General Statement 
The Long Point Formation rests unconformably on the rocks of 
the Humber Arm Group. The !'ormation consists of fossiliferous lime-
stones, sandstones and shales and it underlies the whole of' the 
dagger-like northeastward extension of' the Port au Port peninsula 
ltnown as Long Point. The Port au Port peninsula is the only area 
in western Newfoundland where the !'ormation is ltnown to occur and it 
outcrops !'rom the tip of' the Long Point in the north to Three Roclt 
Point in the south except !'or the coastal strips between Misty Cove 
and the northern end of' Clam Bank Cove and between the southern end 
of' Clam Bank Cove and Salmon Cove which are underlain by younger, 
probably Upper Silurian or r.ower Devonian strata (Map 1.). The 
distance !'rom the tip of' Long Point to Three Rock Point is twenty 
miles. 
The base of' the Long Point Formation is present about two miles 
northeast of' West Bay village on the eastern side of' Long Point. 
At this locality the lowermost beds of' the Long Point Formation, 
consisting of sandstone and calcareous mudstone, lie unconformably 
on the strata of' the Humber Arm Group. The underlying Humber Arm 
rocks are red and green shales and friable claystones that are 
crumpled and disturbed (chaotic zone, Brueclcner, 1966). About 5'00 
feet northward from this locality, beneath the unconformity at the 
base of the cliff's, grey\otacltes and greenish shales or the Humber Arm 
Group are intruded by gabbro. 
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The strike or the beds of the Long Point Formation remains 
constant at ~ degrees east of north from where they are first seen 
at the coast northeast of West Bay village to Blaclt Duck Broolc. 
The dip, however, which is to the "ortt-.weat, decreases along the 
same stretch or coast rrom ~0 to 12°. 
About one and a half miles northeast of West Bay village, the 
beds of the Long Point Formation turn. inland towards Lourdes so 
that the strata change their strilce from l.f.o degrees to 70 degrees 
east of north. Between this locality and West Bay village the roclcs 
exposed 1n the coastal clii'fs are green shales, sandstones and lime-
stones containing dolomite fragments that belong to the Green Point 
Formation. 
Inland, the Long Point Formation is rarely exposed and only the 
limestones that are resistant to erosion form conspicuous outcrops. 
At the northern end of Lourdes where the village begins there is a 
roadside exposure of sandstone of graywacke character that belongs 
to the Humber Arm Group. Southwestward from Lourdes, the contact 
between the Long Point Formation and strata underlying Round Head 
mountain is totally obscured beneath super1'ic1al deposits. Thus, 
RounLl Head, which is composed of lime-breccia, is separated from the 
nearest exposures of limestone belonging to the Long Point Formation 
by a strip of marshland developed on glacial and scree deposits. 
At Three Rock Point, the Long Point Formation outcrops along 
tho shore for about one mile and it then strikes beneath the sea into 
the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The beds along this part of the coast are 
overturned. 
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~he highest beds of the Long Point Formation present in the 
thesis area are encountered in a brook that flows into the north-
ern end of Clam Bmlk Cove over a waterfall. Maroon coloured 
sandstones and shales are well exposed below the we.terfall. The 
sandstone beds are between 6 to 9 inches thick and are inter-
bedded with shales. A gradual change in the colour of the beds 
from greenish grey to deep maroon is apparent in this section. 
The Long Point Formation is overlain at the northern end of Clam 
Bank Cove by reddish-brown, poorly sorted, cross-bedded sandstones 
of the Clam Bank Formation which is regarded as Upper Silurian 
or Lower Devonian in age. The change in colour in this part of 
the Long Point Formation may be interpreted in either of two ways: 
firstly, as due to deposition of iron leached from the overlying 
Clam Bank Formation, or secondly, as resulting from a gradual 
change in environmental conditions from marine to terrestrial. 
However, since no break was observed at the northern end 
of Clam Bank Cove between the Long Point Formation and the Clam 
Bank Formation, the latter interpretation is regarded as the 
correct one. 
The stratigraphy of the Green Point and the Long Point 
Formations is discussed in greater detail in the pages that follow. 
The Rocks 
Green Point Formation 
Stratigraphically, the Green Point Formation is the oldest 
Ordovician sequence in the area under study. It is named after the 
t~pe locality of Green Point in the Bonne Bay area (Schuchert and -· 
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Dunbar, 1934). The formation consists or olive-green shales, light-
grey sandstones, and thin-bedded buff-grey limestones. The total 
area underlain by the Green Point Formation is about one and a half 
square miles. This area lies to the north or the village or West 
.. 
Bay (Fig. l; Map I) where the formation outcrops tor half£mile along 
the shore and underlies a wedge shaped area inland between strata 
or the Long Point Formation to the north and roclcs or the Humber Arm 
Group to the south. The Green Point Formation is bounded to north 
and south by faults. 
The sequence of beds exposed along the coast between the south-
ern and northern boundary faults is given below in Table 6. 
Lithology Thiclmess 
8 Very much crumpled grey to green shale with thin 
limy-sandstone beds (Pl. 1, Fig. l) ---------------- 200 1 
7 Greenish shale with buff-colored sandy-limestone --- 200 1 
6 Light bluish shale inter-bedded with sandy-limestone 
beds; the shale contains graptolites (Pl. 1, Fig. 2) 70' 
; Greenish-grey, fissile shale ------------------------- ;o• 
t~ Covered interval -------------------------------------5'00 1 
3 Greenish shale ---------------------------------------100' 
2 Olive-green shale with bands or grey sandstone ------- 20 1 
l Massive thick-bedded burr to grey limy sandstone 
with very few shaly beds; these beds contain 
fragments of dolomite measuring 5'" across 
(Pl. 1, Fig. 3). M~----------------------------------- 6o• 
Table 6& Section of' the Green Point Formation exposed along the 
coast northeast or West Bay Village. 
These units are tmf'ossiliferous with the exception or unit 6 
which contains the graptolites mentioned in the precelding chapter. 
... 
.,. 
---~ .··f
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Long Point Formation and its Members 
The Long Point Formation consists of generally fossiliferous 
brown and grey limestones, sandstones and shales, Schuchart and 
Dunbar (193~) referred to these beds as the Long Point Series. 
Later, Sullivan (l9l~) regarded them as a Group, which he divided 
into 7 un.its. Rodgers (1965') subsequently replaced the term Group 
by Formation. He divided it into two members, a basal and an upper, 
at the same time distinguishinG 7 units in tho basal member but 
assigning no names to them. More recently Kay (1969) has divided 
the Long Point Formation into 4 units, again without naming them. 
In the present detailed study of the western part or tho Long Point 
Formation it was felt necessary for ease of reference and recog-
nition of particular strata within the succession to divide the 
formation into members on the basis of lithology. Since another 
postgraduate student,Asolta Woerasingho, was studying the remainder 
or the Long Point Formation outcrop to the north or the present 
thesis area, joint discussions were held to determine the number of 
members present in tho Formation as a whole and the names that should 
be assigned to them. Tho seven members of the Long Point Formation 
have been agreed upon and their names are given belo\or in Table 7, 
which also gives details of the lithology and thiclaless of each 
member, 
Unit No. Nember 
7 Misty Cove 
Lithology Thiclmess 
Haroon sandstone and greyish green sha;.,e 
containing graptolites------------145'~ 
6 Beach Point Well bedded nodular limestone inter-
bedded with bluish shale---------- a;• 
LeRoy Grey nodular limestone interbedded with 
blue shale------------------------ 25'' 
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Black Duck Brown nodular limestone, with coral 
reef's, interbedded with shale· ·---- 651 
3 Portage Grey nodular limestone with bluish 
grey shales------------------------ 18• 
2 Shore Point Brown to dark brown calcareous sand-
stone interbedded with massive fossil-
iferous limestone, some shaly 
part1nss -------------------------- 50 1 
l Tea Cove Yellow sandstone interbedded with 
calcareous muJstone ~-------------- 12 1 
Table 7& Members of the Long Point Formation. 
Tea Coye Member • (l) 
This is the lowest member or the Long Point Formation and it 
outcrops at the base of the cliffs along the eastern shore of Long 
Point, about two miles northeast of Tea Cove. The member is very 
friable and consists of yellow sandstone interbedded with mudstone. 
Exposures are poor because the beds weather readily anti the base 
of the cliffs at this locality ls largely hidden beneath scree. 
Furthermore, the outcrop is discontinuous as a result of small-scale 
faulting. The Tea Cove Member lies unconformably on th~ green and 
maroon shales of the Humber Arm Group and it is overlain conformably 
by the calcareous sandstones and thick limestones oi' the Shore 
Point Member (Pl. 2 Figs. 1,2,3.). 
Lithologically it differs !'rom the remainder or the formation 
in lacking limestones. The beds or calcareous sandstone runge from 
6 to 8 inches in thiclmess while the subordinate, interbedded, very 
f'riable calcareous mudstones are ~ to 6 inches thick. The member 
• lacks fossils and hastthiclcness or 12 feet. 
Shore Point Member (2) 
This member is well exposed at its type locality, Shore Point, two 
*l1ap I does not show the outcrops of the three lower members of the 
Long Point Formation because they are only exposed in the cliffs 
along the east side of Long Point. Their distribution is, however, 
indicated in the stratigraphic sections accompanyints the map. 
. ' 
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miles southwest or Black Duck Brook village along the eastern 
shore or Long Point, where its outcrop extends from two miles 
northeast of Tea Cove to Black Duck Brook village. The Shore 
Point Member consists of thick 'bedded, brown to darlt brown, 
ferruginous sandstones and light yellow calca1•eous sandstones 
interbedded with thick burr-colored f'osoilif'arous limestone. Shaly 
partings are occasionally present. Details of' the succession at 
Shore Point are given bolo"r in Tabla 8. 
9 Light 'brown calcareous sandstone interbedded with 
grey limestones------------------------------------- 6• 
8 Greyish blue shale----------- .. ---------------------- 6•• 
7 Light brown fossiliferous limestone----------------- 8• 
6 Evenly bedded, grey sandy limestone----------------- 6• 
5 Greyish-blue shale---------------------------------- 6" 
L~ Thick bedded f'ossil1f'erous limestone---------------- 8• 
3 Light brown sandy limestone"------------------------ ;• 
2 Greyish-blue shale---------------------------------- 1' 
l Brown to darlt brown ferruginous sandstone----------- lO' 
Total 56 1 
Table Be Succession within the Shore Point Member at Shore Point. 
The uppermost beds of' the Shore Point Member are light brown 
calcareous sandstones and light grey limestones. Mud-oracles are 
present on some of the limestone surfaces and these exhibit a 
polygonal pattern (Pl. ;, ~ig. 3). The mud-cracks are filled with 
fine sandy material which appears to be more resistant to erosion 
than the surrounding limestone as on exposed surfaces the filling 
is found elevated a few millimeters above the surrounding 
limestone surface. The p1•esence of mud-cracks indicates that 
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during the deposition of these beds they were temporarily exposed 
to the atmosphere and this resulted in the des,ication and shrink-
age of the sediments so that cracks developed which were subsequently 
filled by fine sand when the sea readvanced over the exposed area. 
Cross bedding is a common feature of some of the sandstone 
beds of the Shore Point Member and it is particularly apparent in 
the brown to dark brown ferruginous sandstones that form the lower 
part of the sequence. The cross-laminations are generally inclined 
in the same direction i.e. towards the northeast indicating a 
southwesterly source for the sediment. Jointing is a conspicuous 
feature of this member (Pl. 3, Fig. 1). 
The Shore Point Member is overlain conformably by the more 
shaly Portage Member. The thickness of the Shore Point Member at 
the type locality is 56 feet. 
Portage Member (3) 
This member is exposed in the cliffs on the eastern side or 
Long Point from southwest of Black Duck Broolc to Portage, a dis-
tance of about three miles. The best exposure is present at Portage 
where the top and bottom or the member are exposed (Pl. 3, Fig. 2). 
Its thickness at this locality is 18 feet. This member is composed 
of greenish-grey, thinly bedded, nodular limestones interbedded 
with light blue shales. The limestone beds are about five to six 
inches thick. About mid-way up the sequence, or a little higher, 
limestones with conspicuous shaly partings temporarily dominate 
the sequence. Thus a conspicuous 'band' of limestones separates 
the typical nodular limestones and interbedded shale succession of 
an 
the Portage Member into a lower andtupper part. 
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The Portage Member is succeeded by the fossiliferous 
limestones of the Black Dack Member, the boundary being drawn 
where the shaly interbeds become inconspicuous. The limestones 
or this member are fossiliferous and contain the brachiopods 
•• Opikina and Sowerbxites, the gastropod Maclurites and the nautiloid 
Qoniogeras. 
Blagk Puck Member (4) 
This member is continuously exposed 1n the cliffs from Beach 
Point, one and a half miles southwest or the tip of Long Point, 
to Portage, about two miles southwest or Black Duck Brook. South 
of this point the Blaclt Duck Member forms the top of the cliffs 
until the whole of the formation turns inland where it becomes a 
conspicuous ridge that continues to Round Head Mountain (aee l~p 1). 
It reappears at Three Rook Point where the whole formation is over-
turned. This member is broken up by several small normal faults 
in front of Lourdes (See Map l) and ends up at a fault contact with 
Round Head Mountain. 
The lower half of the sequence is composed or grey, thin bedded 
limestones that are interbedded with shales (Pl. 3, Fig. 3) whereas 
the upper half or the sequence consists of light brown, thick 
bedded, somstime 6 to 8 feet thick, limestones with occasional shaly 
layers. 
The limestone of the Black Duclt Member contains numerous 
colonies of the tabulate coral, LabYrintbites chidlensis. These 
coral bodies are dome-shaped with a flat undersurface and al thoueh 
they are scattered throughout the member they locally grew in 
close association and gave rise to small reefs. The reefs formed 
···' 
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are wave-reoie~nt structures that now appear as irregular, 
colwnnar bodies five to saven faet acroo~ and six to thirty feet 
iu height (Pl. 4, Fig. J). The columnar form of cort.ll reefs 
indicates that sea level was rising at tho time of their fortn~\tion 
because corals e;row upwards in order to mF.\1ntt:lin their• position 
w1tb1n the most agitated waters, 
The Black Duck Netnber conformably overJ.1as the Portage Memb!l)r 
:.:md 1 t is succeeded, with slight di Aconformi ty, · by the LeRoy 
i·iember in which shales predorn1n~o1te. This d1soonformi ty is s~lown 
by an erosional surface between them. 
The Black Duck ~lernber 1a very fossiliferous ana. in addition to 
tabulate corals the fossil fauna includes stromatoporoids, 
brachiopods, gastropods, cephalopoda, ostracoda, crinoids, trilobites 
and bryozoans. In some of the coral reefs the st.roma toporoids 
are an important element. The bryozoan fauna in pl:1rtioulur is 
~c. 
very rich in Llower half of the sequence but the fauna decreases 
in nurnber of individuals as ~he sequence is asoe11ded, rl•ne wr:\. ter 
has collected species of the follov11ne; bryozot'l: Pach1dictyo., 
Calopora, Monotrypella, Atactotoechua, Hemiphrac;ma, Ooldfuss1tl,Ypa, 
St1otopora, Amplexopora, Batostorna. and Diplotrypa. 
LeRoy Nember (,5) 
This member 1e t"3xpoeed in thr-? cliffs on the eust aide of the 
Long Point Formation from north of Tea Cove co a mile aouth of l:he. 
tip of Long Point where the beds strlke beneath the sea. The 
beds trradually descend, oa they are traced northeastwards in th0 
thesis area, from thF:! upper 1naooess1ble part of thr. cliff to 
near beach lavAl whnre they can be stud:led. ':Phe LeRoy Member has 
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a thickness or 25 feet in a cliff section one mile northeast or 
Black Duck Broolt village, It consists or brown limestone inter-
bedded with burr to erey shales and the sequence has a shaly 
aspect; the limestone beds are rrom 4 to 6 inches in thiclmeas, 
It is overlain conformably by the Beach Point Member. 
Brachiopods and trilobites are the most abundant fossils in 
the LeRoy Member and whereas brachiopods are connon at nearly 
all levels in the Long Point Fol'mation, trilobi tea are rare in 
the other members so that the trilobites collected from the LeRoy 
Member constitute nearly the whole or the known trilobite fauna 
ot the Long Point ~ormation, Representatives of the following 
genera were ~ound by the writera Illaenus, mncriourus, Sphaero-
corYphae, UrgmYstrum, CalYptaulax and Isotelus. 
Beach Point Member (6) 
The Beach Point Member first appears in the cliffs on the 
east side or Long Point about half-way between Shore Point and 
Portage, Southwestward from this locality only discontinuous 
exposures or the Beach Point Member are present above the cliffs, 
Northeastward along the strike, the beds of the Beach Point Member 
descend gradually towards beach level until the cliff's are largely 
in this member, However, this does not occur within the thesis 
area where they form only the uppez· part of' the cliff's, The 
boundary between the Beach Point Member and the overlying Misty 
Cove Member is not exposed, since it lies landward of' the cliff's 
beneath superficial deposits, and consequently no direct measure-
ment of' the thiclmess of' the member could be made; :Lts estimated 
thickness is 85 feet, The Beach Point Member consists of grey 
nodular limestones interbedded with bluish shales. 1'he limestone 
·-
·~ 
~~ 
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beds are five to six inches thick. Few fossils ~rarE* collected 
from this member but the solitary coral Lambeophvllum is worthy 
of mention because it is one of the earliest known rugose corals. 
Mistv Cqye Member (7) 
The Misty Cove Member is the uppermost member of the Long 
Point Formation. It underlies the greater part of the Long Point 
(Map. l) and coastal outcrops are almost continuous on its west-
ern side from near its tip to Blaclt Duck Broolt where the beds 
disappear beneath the sandy beach of Misty Cove (Weerasinghe, 1970). 
Within the thesis area, the Misty Cove Member outcrops in the 
cliffs of Clam Bank Cove, near Lourdes, and there are also several 
small, weathered exposures in the ditches beside the road leading 
from Winterhouse to Portage and thane~ along the eastern side of 
Long Point to Beach Point. At the northern end of Clam Bank Cove, 
the uppermost beds of the member are well exposed in a stream 
section. These beds can be divided into a lower sequence (6'0 feet 
thick) of thinly bedded, greenish-grey sandstones and limestones 
interbedded with shales of a similar color, and an upper sequence 
(4' feet thick) of red to brown sandstones that are separated from 
one another by a few feet of transitional beds in which the color 
of the beds changes from greenish-grey to mai'oon. Brachiopods 
and graptolites are present in the greenish-grey beds whereas the 
red beds are apparently unfossiliferous; brachiopods are, however, 
common in the transitional beds. The change in the lithology and 
color of the uppermost beds of the Misty Cove lvlember probably 
indicates a change from marine to terrestrial or fluvial conditions. 
At the eastern end of Clam Banlt Cove no break was observed between 
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the red beds of the Misty Cove Member and the red beds of the 
Clam Bank Formation nor is there any evidence tor the fault 
contact generally postulated (Rodgers, 1965). However, at the 
western end of Clam Bank Cove, the red beds of the Long Point 
Formation are succeeded after a short covered interval by 
fossiliferous grey limestones of the Clam Bank Formation and the 
suddenness of this change is regarded as due to faulting. ~his 
fault is considered to run from Clam Bank Cove to Round Head 
Mountain. 
Structural Geology 
An unconformity separates the upper Middle Ordovician rocks 
of the Long Foint Formation from the underlying lower Middle 
Ordovician rocks of the Humber Arm Group. This unconformable 
contact is poorly exposed in a cliff section about two miles 
northeast of Tea Cove. There, the Tea Cove Member of the Long 
Point Formation, consisting of calcareous sandstones and mudstones, 
lies, apparently with angular discordance, on the green and 
maroon shales of the Humber Arm Group (Pl.2, Figs. 2,3). 
From the locality where the contact is exposed northeastward 
as far as the tip of Long Point, the strike or the Long Foint 
Formation is practically constant at 40 degrees east of north, 
but the dip of the beds, which is towards the north-west, gradually 
decreases from 40 degrees to 12 degrees. Southeastwards from the 
same locality there is a marked change in the strike and the dip 
resulting from the whole formation turning inland (see Map 1). 
The beds now strike 78 degrees east of north and within a short 
distance they stand vertically. In the vicinity of Lourdes the 
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beds are overturned and dip towards the south-east at moderately 
high angles; overturning is also seen in the uppermost beds of 
the Long Point Formation where they are exposed in the cliffs of 
Clam Bank Cove, and again at Three Rook Point where the lime-
stones or the lower part or the succession reappear as a result 
oi' faulting, 
Overturning of the limestones is not easy to detect in the 
isola ted outcrops but where the Blaclt Duclt Member is concerned, 
the domed ooralla of LabYrintbites with their flat bases provide 
an excellent criterion for establishing the top and bottom of 
beds because the great majority or the coralla are found undis-
turbed in their original growth position with the domed surface 
uppermost. 
Along the whole length of the outcrop of the Long Point 
Formation the beds face or young to the northwest, irrespective 
of their dip, and they therefore form a single homocline as was 
noted by Rodgers (1965). 
Faults in the thesis area fall into two categories& (l) 
those that appear restricted to the Long Point Formation, and 
(2) those that separate beds belonging to formations or groups 
or different ages. The former are all relatively minor faults 
in which the amount of displacement ranges from only a few 
inches to a few feet whereas the latter are apparently major 
faults involving considerable displacement. 
Only some of the minor faults can actually be observed in 
the field ru1d these are found in the cliffs on the east side 
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of Long Point where, with the exception of one reverse fault 
(Pl. 5, F'ig. 2), they are normal transverse or oblique faults 
of small throw. Most of these normal faults are present along 
the stretch of coast just northeast of the locality where the 
Long Point Formation turns inland and thus appear to be related 
to this structural feature. In the vicinity of Lourdes a series 
of parallel faults has resulted in small lateral displacements 
of the outcrops of limestone belonging to the Black Duck and 
Beach Point Members (Map l). These limestones underlie narrow 
ridges and the arrangement of the ridges enabled the fault pattern 
to be determined. 
Four major faults are present in the area. The most import-
ant of these is a east-northeasterly trending fault that extends 
from Salmon Cove to West Bay, here named the Lourdes fault. 
The Lourdes fault separates the Long Point and Clam Banlt Form-
ations on its no1•thern side from roclts of the St. George-Table 
Head Group, Humber Arm Group and Green Point Formation 1n its 
southern side. North of the Lourdes fault, the Clam Banlt Formation 
is separated from the Long Point Formation to east and west by 
two other major faults, probably high angle normal faults. The 
area underlain by the Clrun Bank Formation thus represents a 
down-faulted block. The fault to the west of this block trends 
west-northwest through Salmon Cove (which probably owes its 
existCJnce to the presence of the .fault) while the fault to the 
east of it has a north-easter.Ly course from the northern end of 
Hotmd Head lwtountain to the western end of Clam Bank Cove; both 
faults are apparently cut-off by the Lourdes fault. The fourth 
major fault is the east trending fault that forms the southern 
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boundary of the wedge-shaped area underlain by the Green Point 
Formation (Map l). It runs from just north of Tea Cove to meet 
the Lourdes fault east of the village and separates the rocks 
of the Green Point li'ormation from those. or the Humber Arm Group 
to the south. SUl~ivan (1940) regarded this fault, and not the 
fault to the north of the Green Point 11'ormation, as being the 
eastern pa.1·t or the Lourdes raul t because he considered the 
Lourdes fault to be a thrust during whose movement Table Head 
limestones were fo1•ced over the beds or the Long Point Formation, 
brecciating and mixing both types of limestones at the nose of 
the thrust sheet and along the thrust zone. SUllivan (l94o) 
believed the Lourdes fault to be a thrust because the Round Head 
limestones contain fragmented material which is lithologically 
very similar to the Long Point beds. However, it has not been 
established with certainty that this fragmented material came 
from the Long Point .L•'orma.tion and, since the Lourdes fault is 
not exposed rulywhere along its course, its nature remains uncertuin. 
Joints are common in the beds of the Long Point Formation but 
they are less obvious in the shaly parts of the succession. They 
are well displayed in the Shore Point Hember where three sets are 
present. The most conspicuous strikes 2 deerees west of north 
and the other two sets run at approximately 54 deg1•ees east of 
north and 26 degrees east or ncrth respectively. These joints 
give rise to rhombohedral bloclcs in the Shore Point lvlember 
(Pl. 2, ll'ig. !). 
Figs. l-3 
Fig. 1 
Fig. 3 
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Plata l 
Rock types of the Green Point Formation. 
Grey to green shales interbedded with thin 
limy sandstones, two miles northeast of 
Tea Cove on the eastern side of Long Point, 
Port au Port Peninsula. 
Fossiliferous sandy limestones associated 
with bluish shales from about one and a 
half miles northeast of Tea Cove on the 
eastern side of Long Point, Port au Port 
Peninsula. 
Thick-bedded buff to grey limy .sandstone 
containing fragments of dolomite 5 incl1es 
across, one mile northeast of Tea Cove on 
the eastern side of Long Point, Port au 
Port PeninsUla. 
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Plate 2 
Figs. l-3 Unconfor ity between Long Point Formation 
and underlying Humber Arm Group . 
Fig . l Calcareous sandstone and mudstones of the 
Tea Cove Member of the Long Point Formation 
about 2t miles northeast of Tea Cove ·on 
the eastern side of Long Point , Po~t au 
Port Peninsula . Minor cross faults and 
weathering largely obscure the contact 
wi t h shales of the Humber Arm Group whi ch 
are exposed in the centre of the · figure. 
Fig . 2 In the upper right - hand corner of the 
figure, the lowermost beds of the Tea 
Cove Member unconformably overlie green 
and maroon shales of the Humber Arm· 
Group about 2-} miles northeast of T·ea 
Cove . In the foreground are disturbed 
beds (chaotic zone , Br ueckner , 196~) 
of the Humber rm Group . 
Fig . 3 general view of the unconformity between 
the Long Point Formation and the underlying 
Humber Arm Group . · 
36 
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Fig . 3 
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Plate 3 
Rock types and bedding features of the 
Shore Point, Portage and Black Duck 
Members . 
Dark brown ferruginous sandstones and 
fossiliferous limestones (at the bottom 
left of the figure) of the Shore Point 
Member of the Long Point Formation, one 
mile southwest of Portage . Jointing is 
a conspicuous feature of these beds and 
in places it divides them up into rhombo -
hedral blocks . 
Grey nodular limestones ~nterbedded with 
bluish grey shales of t~e Portage Member 
of the Long Point Formation, at Portage . 
A conspicuous band of li estones separates 
the typical nodular limestone/shale 
succession into a lower and an upper part . 
Brown nodular , thinly bedded limestones and 
interbedded shales of the Black Duck 
Member of the Long Point ormation at the 
level of Black Duck Brook post office . The 
limestones contain large coralla of the 
tabulate coral Labyrinthites , several of 
which can be recognized in the photograph. 
PLA E 3 
Fi g . 1 
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Fig . l 
Fig . 2 
Fig . 3 
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Plate 4 
Disconformable contact between the LeRoy 
ember and the underlying Black Duck Member 
of the Long Point Formation one mile north-
east of Black Duck Brook village, on the 
eastern side of Long Point, Port au Port 
Peninsula . 
Thin bedded limestones and andstones assoc-
iated 11ith shales of the Misty Cove Member 
of the Long Point Formation at the northern 
end of Clam Bank Cove , where they are 
exposed in the banks of a brook opening~nto 
the Cove . ~ 
Large number of dome - shaped colonies of 
Labyrinthites , forming a columnar coral reef . 
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Fig. 1 
Fig. 2 
Fig. 3 
Fig. 4 
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Plate 5 
Structural ~eatures in the Lomg Point 
Formation. 
Slumping ? or possibly slight tectonic 
disturbance of the beds o~ the Black 
Duck ~ember two miles southwest o~ 
Portage on the eastern side of Long 
oint , Port au Port Peninsula. 
Reverse fault affecting the Shore Point 
and Portage Members of the Long Point 
Formation. The hade of the ~ault is 
15 degrees with a displacement of 12 
~eet. Beds of the left hand side of 
the photograph have been downthrown. f .· 
Polygonal mud- cracks present in the upper-
most limestones of the Shore Point Member. 
These mud-cracks are filled by ~ine sandy 
material. 
Intrusive body of g abbro in the shales 
of the Humber Arm Group. 
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'l'HILOBITA 
Apart !rom one specimen of lllaenid collected from the Black 
Duck Member of the Long Point Formation, the trilobites described 
in this chapter came !rom the succeeding LeRoy Member. The 
trilobite fauna includes representatives or the following 
families: Asaphidae, Bathyuridae, Cheiruridae, Encrinuridae, 
Illaenidae and Pterygometopidae. The trilobites described here, 
and the bryozoans and other fossils considered in chapters 4 
and 5 respectively, are classified to family level. All the 
specimens studied have been placed in the collection or the 
Department of Geology of the Memorial University of Newfoundland. 
The morphological terms used in this study are defined in 
Volume (0), Arthropoda 1, or the Treatise on Invertebrate 
Paleontology (Moore, 1959). 
Family 
Subfamily 
Genus 
Plate 6, 
Plate ?, 
ILLAENIDAE 
ILLAENINAE 
ILLAENUS 
Hawle and Corda, 184? 
Hawle and Corda, 184? 
Dalman, 1827 
Illaenus lacertus Whittington, 1954 
Figs. 1,2,3. 
Figs. 1,2,3. 
Locality and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS 001: complete enrolled individual with exo-
skeleton preserved, from the top of the LeRoy Member, half a 
mile southwest of Black Duck Brook village on the eastern side 
of Long Point. 
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Description 
~he oephalon is subsemicircular in outline and convex 
longitudinally; it is only gently convex transversely between the 
eyes. ~he dimensions of the cephalon are as followsa 
Lengtha 3lmm. saggital 
Widtha '3mm. transverse 
Length a 29mm. exsaggital 
Outside the eyes the cheeks descend steeply and are almost 
vertical. ~he axial rurrows are broad and shallow; at the post-
erior margin of the cephalon the distance between them is half the 
cephalic width. They extend forward and slightly inward and die 
out at about half the cephalic length. The glabella has little 
independent convexity between the axial furrows. Areas of muscle 
insertion on the glabella are indicated in specimen ZMS OOl by 
patches of a darker color on the exoskeleton (P1.6, Fig. l). Four 
pairs of markings are present (P1.6). The first pair (from the 
posterior margin of the glabella) are irregularly ovate, with 
elongation parallel to the axial furrows, and they are situated 
between the axial furrows and the saggital line. The second pair, 
separated from the first by a short distance, are elongated and 
expanded and almost diamond shaped. The third and fourth pairs are 
smaller and less obvious. They are transversely ovate in outline 
with the fourth slightly wider than the third. The eye lobe is 
2mm. away from the posterior margin of the cephalon and it is nearer 
to the lateral margin than it is to the axial furrow. The palpebral 
lobe shows gentle longitudinal convexity that dies out transversely. 
The eyes are traversed by numerous eye facets. The anterior branch 
of the facial suture runs forward and outwards and then curves in 
to meet the anterolateral margin. The anterior surface of the 
cephalon is marked by fine pits and terrace lines (Pl. ?, Fig. 2). 
The thorax is composed or 9 segments which are wider than long. 
The gently convex axis narrows posteriorly to two-thirds of its 
width anteriorly. The inner part of each pleura is flat and 
horizontal and the outer part is bent down steeply (Pl. ?, Fig. 3). 
The diDtensions or the thorax are as !'ollowsa 
Length a 
Widths 
22mm. saggital 
40mm. transverse 
The pygidium is smaller than the cephalon and has a greater 
width than length (Pl. ?, Fig. 3). The convex axis of the pygidium 
dies out posteriorly. The margin of the pygidium forms a smooth 
curve. The dimensions or the pygidium are as i'ollowss 
Lengths l8mm. saggital 
Width& 30mm. transverse 
Discussion 
This specimen closely resembles Illaenus l:;1certus, Whittington 
(l95lt-) in the gentle convexity of the axial pai·t of its cephalon, 
both transversely and longitudinally, and also in the smooth outward 
slope of the fixed cheeks and the palpebral lobes. The presence 
or four muscle rnarltings on the glabella is another notable simil-
arity. The external surface of the cephalon is also finely pitted 
and shows terrace lines anteriorly. This specimen differs from 
I.groenlgnuicus Troedsson (1928) in all the features mentioned 
above. I.americanus Billings (1859) collected by Teichert (193?) 
from the Melville Peninsula (Baffin Island), may well be placed 
within I. lacertus on the basis of the cephalon having n similar 
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outline in anterior view and the presence or grooves on the 
external surface of the pygidium, It seams lilcely that the specimen 
from the Long Point Formation of the Port au Port Peninsula is 
closely related to illaenids i'oWld in northern Greenland, Silliman's 
Fossil Mount (Baffin Island) and the Melville Peninsula (Baffin 
Island), I.groenlandigus, I.ameriganus and I.laoertus have this 
character 1n commona the outer parts or the thoracic pleurae are 
steeply bent down so that the anterolateral margin or the pygidium 
has u sharp angle, The species mentioned above are regarded o.s 
Black River-Trenton in age, 
~"amily ENCRINURIDAE Angel in, 18~'+ 
Subfamily ENCHINUHINAlll Angelin, l8~l~ 
Genus ENCRINURUS Enunrich, 1841+ 
Encrinurufl aff. m. trentonens1s Wuloott, 1880 
Plate a, Figs, 1,2. 
Logality and Horizon 
Specimen Zl-1S 0021 a weathered pygidittm collected from the 
LeRoy Member or the Long l)oint ll'ormation nt the level of Black Duck 
Brook post office on the eastern Ride of Long Point, 
Description of the pYgidium 
The pygidium is strongly convex und its outline is that or an 
equilateral triangle that is a little wider than long (Pl. 8, li'ig. 1), 
It is composed of numerous axial rings and 6 pairs of pleurae; 11 
axial rings are clear but mora were originally present as the post-
erior end of the pygidium is worn so that the remaining segments 
cannot be distinguished. All the ring furrows are continuous but 
become fainter mesially at the posterior end. The axial furrows are 
straight, strongly convergent and become faint posteriorly. The 
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pleurae are narrow and curve gently outwards with weak convexity. 
Successive pleural ribs are directed increasingly backward. The 
interpleural furrows are broad and moderat~ly deep (Pl.S, Fig 2). 
Surface ornamentation obscured. The dimensions of the pygidium 
are as follows: 
Length: 2mm. saggital 
Width: 2mm. transverse 
Discussion 
It is not possible on this weathered specimen to distinguish 
the number of segments present and this pygidium is, therefore, 
only tentatively likened to that of Encrinurus trentonensis, 
Walcott (1880). It differs from E.cybeleformis (see page 48) 
in having an outline which is more nearly that of an equilateral 
triangle, in being broader anteriorly and in having a more strongly 
developed convex central axis with uninterrupted annulations. 
E.trentonensis has been collected by Wilson (194?) from the 
Ottawa Formation of the Ottawa-st.Lawrence Lowland which is 
regarded as Black River - Trenton in age. 
Family ENCHINURIDAE Angelin, 1854 
Subfamily 
Genus 
Plate 8, 
ENCRINtfRlNAE 
l!:NCRINUHUS 
Angelin, 1854 
Emmrich, 1844 
Encrinurus aft E.cybele!ormis Raymond 
Figs. ;,4. 
Locality and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS 003: a weathered pygidium from the LeRoy 
Member of the Long Point Formation, three miles southwest of 
Black Duck Brook village on the eastern side of Long Point. 
- lf.tl -
poscription of' the pxgidium 
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The pygidiurn is narrowly triangular in outline and therefore i. 
longer than broad (Pl. 8 , Fig. 3). The axis is narrow and strongly 
convex; convexity decreases towards the posterior end. The axial 
segments are distinctly outlined from the anterior to the posterior 
end. There are 7 pleural seaments that are curved sharply downward; 
the 6 anterior pleural segmenta are distinctly seen and clearly 
separated from one another whereas the last pleural lobe is fused 
with the axis to form a solid posterior tip to the pygidium. or the 
15 axial segments present the last 11 are interrupted by n smooth 
I band that exten<.itto the posterior end where the whole axis becomes 
smooth (Pl. ~ . , Fig. 4). A pair of tubercles is present on each 
tergum and a single tubercle on each pleura. The dimensions of the 
pygidiwn are as followsa 
Discussion 
Length& 
Width a 
12uun. saggi tal 
9mm. transverse 
This specimen shows a very close similarity to the pygidium 
of Encrinqrus gybeleformis Raymond; in having (l) tubercles 
arranged in a similar pattern (2) the same number of pleurae 
(3) the first, second and third posterior segments coalesced to 
form a solid border and (4) a solid central py·r..!dial axis poster-
iorly that is w1interrupted by annulations. E.cxbeleformis has 
been collected by Wilson (19L~7) from the Ottawa li'ormation of the 
Ottawa St. Lawrence Lowland which is regarded as Blaclc River to 
Trenton in age. 
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Family CHEIRURIDAE Salter, 1864 
Subfamily DEIPHONINAE Haymond, 1913 
Genus SPHAEUOCORYPHIE Angelin, 185'lf. 
SphaerogorYphae robusta Walcott, 18?5 
Plate 9, Figs, 1,2. 
LocalitY and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS OO*a incomplete cephalon showing only the left 
genal spine. Collected from the top or the LeHoy Member of the 
Long Point Formation, two miles southwest of Black Ouclt l3roolt 
village on the eastern side or Long Point. 
Desqription 
The cephalon is strongly convex so that the axial furrows 
are very distinct. The neclt furrow is broad and shallow axially 
but becomes deeper laterally. The neck ring is narrow nnd elevated. 
The dimensions of the cephalon and of the clabella are as followsa 
Length of the cephalon& lOmm. saegital 
Length of the glabella& lfinm. saggital 
Width of the cephalona 8mm. t1·ansverse 
Width of the glabella a 5mm. transverse 
Height of the glabella& 3mm. 
The glabella is almost circular in outline and is strongly 
inflated. It consists of two parts, anteriorly a bulbous portion, 
that constitutesthe main part of the glabella, and posteriorly a 
pair of small glabellar lobes (Pl. 9, Fig. 1). These are separated 
anteriorly from the main part of the glabella by preoccipital 
furrows that curve back almost to the neclt furrow. The eyes are 
missing but the palpebral lobes are present and these sho\·1 that the 
eyes are set far out from the glabella. Free cheeks are also 
' i.;.~ 
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missing, The fixed cheeks are triangular and convex. Genal 
spines are long and curved downward. ~he facial suture cuts the 
lateral and frontal margins (Pl. 9, Figs. 1,2). The surface of 
the cephalon is granLllar with the granules coarser on the globose 
anterior lobe or the glabella. 
Disgussion 
This fragmentary specimen appears identical to SphnerocorYphae 
robusta Walcott (187') in having a very inflated and bulbous 
glabella that has two rudimentary glabellar lobes posteriorly, 
Wilson (1947) found §.robusta in the Ottawa Formation of the Ottawa 
St. Lawrence Lowland which is regarded as B1aclt .River-Trenton in 
age, 
Family 
Subfamily 
Ganus 
ILLAt:;Nil)AllJ 
ILLAENINAE 
ILLAENUS 
Hawle and Corda, 1847 
Hawla and Corda, 1847 
Dalman, 1827 
Plate 9, 
Illaenus a.rr. I. al;yeatus Huymond, 1925' 
l.,ig. 3 
Locality and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS 005'a six thoracic segments and associated 
pygidium from the Blaclt Duck Member of the Lonfl Point Formation, 
one mile northeast or Black Duck Brook villa~e. 
Desgription 
The six thoracic sogments sho\o/ the terga to be wider than the 
pleurae. 'l'he outer purt of each pleura is bent down steeply and 
the anterior part of the pygidium is a.ngulnte to conform \orith their 
shape (Pl, 9, Fig. 3). The large, rounded pygidium, relatively 
wider (tr.) than long, is broadest anteriorly and decreases in width 
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postero-medially. The smooth axial field is convex anteriorly. 
The dimensions or the pygidium are as followsa 
Length of the pygidium& 23mm. saggital 
Width of the pygidiuma 26mm. transverse 
Jlisgussion 
This species resembles Illagnus alyeatus Raymond (1925). Its 
thoracic segments are like those or I.alyeatus, with the pleurae 
bent steeply Jownwards and tho anterior margin or the pygiuium 
similarly angulate. I.alyeatus has been collected by WhittinBton 
(1965) from the lower part of the Table Head Formation which is 
regarded as Middle Ordovician in age, 
Superfamily BATHYlJRACEA Walcott, 1886 
!~'amily BATHYURIDAE Walcott, 1886 
Genl.ls UROMYS'l'RUM Whittington, 1953 
UromYstrwn yalidum (Billings), 1865 
Plato 9, Figs. 4, 5. 
Locality and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS 006a incomplete cranidilun, Collected from the 
LeRoy Member of the Long Point Formation, about one mile southwest 
or Black Duck Brook village on the eastern side of Long Point. 
Description of cranidium 
The glabella is almost twice as long as wide and shows a 
sliBht expansion anteriorly which gives the glabella the appearance 
of having a slight constriction at about its mid-length. It is 
gently convex and without glabellar furrows (Pl. 9, Fig. l~). The 
crescentJ·ic eyes are large and almost equal in length to the post-
erior half of the glabella; they are situated laterally behind the 
mid-length of the glabella. Facial sutures are widely divergent 
and although not present on this specimen, the angle at which they 
diverge is indicated by the furrow running from the posterior part 
or the glabella forwards and outwards to the anterior and of the 
eye (Pl. 9, Fig. lt-), The occipital ring is very well defined and 
the same width as the glabella. Ornamentation indistinct. The 
dimensions of the glabella are as follows& 
Discuss ism 
Length& 
Width a 
Length or the eyea 
Bmm. saggital 
5'mm. transverse 
4mm. sagittal 
The cranidium of this specimen is very similar to the cranidium 
of UromYstrwn yalidum(Billings) in its general shape, absence of 
glabellar furrows and in having widely divergent facial sutures. 
U.yalidum has been collected by Whittington (1953) from Lower to 
Middle Ordovician roclcs in Newfoundland, 
Family 
Subfamily 
Genus 
ASAPHIDAE 
ISOTELINAE 
Burmeister, 181+3 
Angel in, l85lf. 
ISOTELUS DeKay, 1824 
Plate 10 1 
Isotelus aff. I. gigas DeKay, 1824 
Figs, 1,2,3. 
MQcalitY gnd Horizon 
Specimen ZMS OO?a incomplete cephalon together with 8 thoracic 
segments from the LeRoy Member of the Lone Point Formation, about 
half a mile southwest of Black Duck Brook villaee on the eastern 
side of Long Point, 
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Description 
The cephalon is sub-triangular in outline and only gently 
convex. The dimensions of the cephalon are as follows: 
Length: 10mm. saggital 
Width: 25mm. transverse 
The cephalon has indistinct axial furrows. These taper 
forwards and die out at about tbe level of the palpebral lobes 
so that the glabella is little differentiated, and there are 
no glabellar furrows (Fl.10, Figs. 1,3). The eyes are large 
and prominent and situated somewhat behind the transverse mid-
line of the cranidium on conspicuous, elevated palpebral lobes 
(see reconstruction - Pl.10, Fig. 2). The genal angles are 
almost pointed. There are eight thoracic segments. The axis 
of the thorax is less than half and Dlore than one-third of its 
whole width. 
Discussion 
The incompleteness of this specimen makes a specific 
identification difficult but its general appearance and, in 
particular, the rather angular cephalon and absence of genal 
spines, place it close to I.gigas DeKay (1824) which has been 
reported by Wilson (1947) from the Ottawa Formation of the 
Ottawa-St.Lawrence Lowland which is regarded as Black River -
().'renton in age • 
Family 
Subfamily 
Genus 
PT~RYGOMETOriDAE 
PrEHYGONETOl'INAE 
CALYPTAULA.X 
Reed, 1905 
Reed. 1905 
Cooper, 1903 
Calyptaulax incepta Whittington, 1965 
Plate 10, Figs. 4,5,6· 
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LocalitY and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS 008& complete craniuium with four thoracic 
seements. Collected from the LeRoy Member or the Long Point 
FOl'tnation at the level oi' Blaclt Duclt Broolt post office on the 
eastern side or tons Point. 
Description 
The cepha.lon is semiciroulnr in outline. It is convex und the 
highest point ia shown by the large eye lobe (Pl. 10, Figs. lt,;), 
'l'he dimensions of the cephalon are as follows a 
Length a 
Width a 
Length a 
8mm. sageital 
12mm. transverse 
6mm. exsaggital 
The glabella expands forward from tho occipital ring to reach 
its maximum width across the frontal lobe (which is twice as wide 
as the occipital ring), Tho length of tho glabella (saggital) 
is shorter than the maximum width (t1·ansverse), Axial furrows are 
sinuous. The occipital ring is convex and the highest point on 
the posterior margin of the glabella. Occipital furrow shallow 
medially, becoming deep diDtally between the outer part of the 
occipital ring and luteral lobe lp, Lateral glabellar furrow lp 
starts at the axial furrow, one shallow branch running uirectly 
back and not quite reaching the occipital furrow, so that its 
outlines are slightly inflated, The antel'ior branch of lateral 
furrow lp runs inward and forward for a short distance and dies out, 
outlining the curved poDterior margin of lateral lobe 2p. .Lateral 
lobe 2p is quadrangular in outline, Lateral lobe 3P is subtriangular 
in outline dLle to lateral i'urrow 3P which commences ut the axial 
furrow. Inner ends of the lateral furrows 2p and 3P and the 
' -i s. 
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anterior branch of the lp furrow, lie on the exsacgital line 
(Pl. 10, Fig. 5). The convex triangular cheek is dominated by the 
prominent eye lobe, which extends from a point adjacent to the 
outer end of' lateral glabellar fux·row 3P to the posterior bo1•der 
furrow. The palpebral lobe is formed by a. prominent gently convex 
band that is curved in a semicircular outline, The palpebral 
furrow is deep and broad. The eye surface slopes steeply to the 
furrow which marks the outer margin of the eye lobe (Pl. 10, Fig, 6), 
The genal angle is roWlded and the cheek outside the eye slopes 
steeply. The lateral border is relatively broad and gently convex. 
Posterior branch of the facial suture curves around the eye lobe 
and runs forward and outward from cheelt to the margin. Closely 
o.tc. 
spaced tubercleslpresent on the glaballu and fixed cheek, 
Discussion 
This specimen appears to be identical to Calyptaulax incepta 
Whittington (1965), especially in the following features that 
appear to be characteristic of this species: (1) the uniquely 
quadrangular shape or the lobate portion of the crlabella, (2) the 
conspicuous double curve of the first lateral furrows, (3) the 
approximately equal width of the first and second lateral lobes and 
(4) the presence of coarse tuberculations on the frontal lobe and 
axial portion of the glabella and only faint tuberculntions 
laterally and on the glabella palpebral lobes. 
Whittington (1965) found C.incepta in the Tuble Head li'ormation 
which is regarded as being Lowel' to Middle Ordovician. 
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Plate 6 
Illaenus aff, I.lacertus Whittington, 1954 
Oollected from the top of the LeRoy 
Member of the Long Point Formation about 
hal! a mile southwest of Black Duck village 
on the eastern side of Long Point, Port au 
Port Peninsula. 
Dorsal view o! the posterior part of the 
cephalon, showing the first and second 
pairs of muscle markings. Note that the 
darker areas on the cephalon indicate the 
muscle markings. 
ZftlS 001 ; X 2 • 
Drawing,based on Fig. 1, to show more 
distinctly the broad, shallow axial 
furrows and the first two pairs of 
muscle markings on the cephalon. 
ZMS 001; X 2. 
Drawing of the anterior part of the 
cephalon showing the third and fourth 
pairs of muscle markings. 
ZMS 001; X 2. 
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Plata 7 
Illaenus aff. I.lacertus Whittington, 1954 
Collected from the top of the LeRoy Member 
of the Long Point Formation about half a 
mile southwest of Black Duck Brook village 
on the eastern side of Long Point, Port 
au Port Peninsula, 
Lateral view of the enrolled specimen 
showing thoracic segments and part of 
cephal on, 
ZMS 001; X 2, 
Dorsal view of the cephalon and the 
pygidium. Note anteriorly on the 
cephalon the left palpebral lobe and 
terrace lines. ZMS 001; X 2. 
Dorsal view of the thorax and pygidium, 
showing the steep outward curvature or 
the other part of each pleura and smooth 
curve of the pygidial border sides. 
Zlo1S 001; X 2, 
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Plate 8 
li'igs. l-2 Encrinu&·u,s a.ff. E. tl•entonQnsis Walcott, 1880 
Collected f1•om the LeRoy Member of the 
Long Poillt Forhtation, at the level of .iJlack 
Duck Broolt post office on the eastern nido 
of Long Point. 
l~ig. l Dorsal view of the pygidium. ZMS 002; 
X 50. 
Fig. 2 Roconst1·uction based on the same specimen a f: 
Fig. 1, showing complete segmentation in 
granter detail. ZMS 002; X 70. 
Figs, 3-4 EnCrinuru,§ aff, E, CYbeleformis Raymond, 
li'ig. 3 Do1•sal view of the pygidiwn, showing the 
unsegmented portion of the axis and the 
paired tttbercles on each segment. 
ZHS 003; X 50, 
Fir,. 1~ Drawing based on Fig, 3 to show more 
distinctly solid axis ol the pygidium 
and the paired tubercles on each segment. 
ZMS 003; X 50, 
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Plata 9 
SphierocorYQh'e robusta Walcott, 18?5 
Collected from the top of the LeRoy Member 
or tho Long Point Formation, two miles 
southwest of Black Duck Brook village, 
Port au Port Peninsula. 
Dorsal view or the cephalon showing the 
bulbous anterior portion of the glabella 
with two rudimentary glabellar lobes. 
Note the distinct neck ring and genal 
spine. ZMS 00~; X 1;. 
The reconstruction based on Fig. 1, 
showing the bulbous anterior portion of 
the glabella with the left palpebral 
lobe and aenal spine. ZMS 0~; X 1;. 
Illaeous arr. I. a1veat~s Raymond, 1925 
Collected from the Black Duck Member of the 
Long Point Formation! one mile northeast of 
Black Duck Brook vil age on the eastern 
side or Long Point. 
Dorsal view or the pygidium and incomplete 
thorax. Note that the pleurae are steeply 
bent down and that the anterior margin of 
the pygidium is angulate to conform with 
their shape, ZMS oo;; X~. 
UromYstrMm arr. U• VAlidQm(Billings) 
Collected from the LeRoy Member of the 
Long Point Formation, about a mile, 
oouthwest or Black DUck Brook village on 
the eastern side or Long Point, Port au Port Peninsula. 
Dorsal view or the glabella showing slightly 
expanded anterior halr of glabella, the 
large crescentfic eyes and the conspicuous 
occipital ring. ZMS 006; X 1;. 
Drawing or complete cephalon showing the 
widely divergent racial sutures ZMS 006; X 15. ' 
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Plate 10 
lsotelus aff. I. gigas DeKay, 1824 
Collected from the Black Duck Member of 
the Long Point Formation1 half a mile 
southwest or Black Duck Brook village on 
the eastern side or Long Point, Port au 
Port PeninsUla. 
Dorsal view or the specimen, showing the 
position of the prominent eyes and, 
posteriorly1 eight thoracic segments. ZMS 007J X ~. 
Cast or the palpebral lobe and visual 
surface. 1l-!S 00? 1 X 2. 
Reconstruction based on Fig. lt showing 
subtriangular cephalon with inaistinct 
axial furrows and feebly differentiated 
glabella without turrow~;. genal 
angles almost pointed. ~s 007; X 2. 
C~Yptaulax atr. c, incepta Whittington (1965) 
Collected from the LeRoy Member ot the Long 
Point Formation at the level of Black Duck 
Brook post office on the eastern side of 
Long Point, Port au Port Peninsula. 
Dorsal view or the cephalon and thorax, 
showing glabella with glabellar furrows 
and prominent palpebral lobes. 
ZMS 008; Xlt-. 
Dorsal view or cephalon showing distinct 
glabella, glabellar rurrowsL_palpebral 
lobes and occipital ring, ~ 008; X 6. 
Drawing based on Fig, 7 showing faceted 
eye surraoe, palpebral lobes and coarse 
granular surface or the glabella, 
ZMS 008; X 4, 
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Chapter lt-
BRXOZOA 
This chapter describes the bryozoans round in the Long 
Point Formation where they are an important element or the fatma. 
They are most abundant in the Black Duck Member and all the 
specimens described below were collected from that member. 
Little systematic worlt has been done on the bryozoans of the 
Long Point Formation and this is the first account of tho forms 
present. 
The morphological terms used in the descriptions that follow 
are defined in Volume (0), Bryozoa, of the Treatise on Invertebrate 
Paleontology (Moore, 1953). 
Order CRXP'l'OSTOMATA 
Family RHINIDICTYIDAE 
Genus PACHIDICTXA 
Vine, lt1ts3 
Ulrich, lU95 
Ulrich, l8t12 
PachidictYa aff. P. ambigua Ross, 1961 
Plate 11, Figs. 1,2,3. 
LOCALITY 4ND HORIZON 
Spacimen Zl>IS 0091 collected from the Blaclt Duclt Hember of 
the Long Point Formation, one mile northeast of Dluclt Duck Brook 
on the eastern side of Long Point. 
DESCRIPTION 
The zoarium consists of slender, bifoliate ribbon-shaped 
branches with numerous bifurcations. The zooecia are arranged 
in longitudinal rows. In shallow tangential section the zooecia 
are oval in cross section and the zooecial walls contain abundant 
well developed acanthopores (Pl. 11, l•'ig. 1). In deep oblique 
I · 
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t&ngential section where the aoanthopores are cut obliquely they 
appear as median bands in the zooecial walla (Pl. 11, Fig. 2). 
The zooecia grow rrom the mesothacal plane at a high angle. 
Farther out trom the mesotheoal plane, the zooecial walls thicken 
without marked change in the direction ot growth. Transverse 
sections reveal a band of median tubuli in the maaothecal plane 
(Pl. 11, Fig. 3), Narrow tabulate interspaces are poorly 
developed between the zooacial walls, Diaphragms aro not seen 
and hemisopta are absent. 
DISCUSSION 
This specimen is characterized by narrow tabular interspaces 
and thick zooecial walls with a fine granulous microstructure which 
is crowded with acanthopores. These features place thi~ form close 
to PachidictYa ambigua Ross (196la). P,ambigua has been reported 
by Ross (1961) from the Ellis Bay Formation of Anticosti Island 
which is regarded as Ordovician in age. 
Order CRYP'l' OST OMATA Vine, 1883 
Suborder STICTOPORELLIDAE Nickles & Bassler, 1900 
Group STICTOPORID Phillips, 1960 
Genus STICTOPORA Nicholsoni Ulrich, 1882 (Rhinidictya NicholsOtli Ulrich, 1882) 
Stictogori n~cbol§oni Ulrich, 1882 
Plate 12, Figs. 1,2,3,4. 
Plate 13, Figs. 1,2. 
Plate l~, Figs. 1,2. 
LOCALITY AND HORIZON 
Specimen ZMS 010& very common throughout the Blaclt Duck 
Member of the Long Point }.!.,ormation from near the tip of Long 
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Point to Three Rock Point, 
DESCRIPTION 
The zoarium has narrow ribbon-shaped branches that run 
parallel to one anothAr except where they b1fufate, 
zooec1a are arranged 1n median longi tudinfll rlmges, 
parallel to the d1rect1on of r.rowth of th~ zooarial branch 
(Pl. 12, Fip;, 1). In longitudinal A~ction th"' thin zooaoial ~zalle 
arise from the meso theca at a h1e;h angle, extend only a Rhort 
distance and then chanr.e their d1r~ct1on, curving outward away 
from th~ meeothecal plane (Pl. 12, Fit.. 2), This change in the 
direction of gre!>wth also marks the t1•ansi tion from th~ immature 
to th13 mature r~g1on 1n which thr.~ walls thicken greatly, The 
inner zooecial walls lining thP. zooecial tubes hnva laminae 
st~eply inol1ned di~tally toward adjE\cent ?.ooec1a (PJ.::1te 14·), 
Toward the outer wall th~se steep lam~nae curve abruptly toward 
adjao~nt zooecia and become broad d1Atally convex lam~nae. The 
zooec1al apertures in the mature rP.r;1on are r~stricted due to thA 
heavy development of tha laminae (Pl. 12, Fig, J), Hook-ahapsd 
superior hemisepta extend acrosA th~ zoo~cinl tubA (Pl, 12, Fig. J), 
In a few of the zooec1a inferior hemisepta ari~e from thA meaothnco 
and extend transversely into the zooec1al tubA (Pl. 12, F1g. 4)~ 
diaphragms occasionally pr~s~nt. In tran~v~rsA oAct1on th~ 
mesotheoa is pierced by mediAn tubuli (Pl. 13, Fig, 1). Th~RA 
tubuli extend outward as acmnthopor~s to tl1e rmriphAry of tho 
zoar1um, approximately pt~ rallel to th"! cJ1rect1on of zooec1al 
growth. Acanthoporea are abundant and prP.s~nt in d1F.:t1nct 
longitudinal bAnds (Pl. 13, Fig, 2), 
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DISCUSSION 
The presence of med1Ell'1 tubuli, aoanthopores and 
regularly arranged elongate zooecial apertures show this 
form to be s1m1lar to Stiotopora nioholaon1 Ulr1oh(l882), 
S, n1oholaon1 h£\8 been collected from the Tyrone Formation, 
New York,wh1oh 18 regarded as Trenton 1n aee. 
Order 
J.i,amily 
Genus 
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CRYPTOSTOMATA 
RHABDO~lESI DAE 
Goldfussitrypa 
Vine, 1883 
Vine, 1883 
Bassler, 195'2 
Qold!ussitrvpa aff. Q, esthonia (Bassler) 1911 
Plate 15', Figs. 1,2. 
LOCALITY AND HORIZON 
Specimen ZMB Olla collected from the Black Ouclt Member or 
the Long Point Formation, about two miles northeast of Tea Covo 
on the eastern side or Long Point, 
PESCHIPTION 
The zoarium is ramose, slender with a diameter of 2.5mm. In 
transverse section the axial region displays irregular zooecia 
with no particular outline (Pl. 15', li'ig, 1). The peripheral 
region is distinguished by the th1clten1ng of the zooecial walls 
(Pl. 15', Fig, 2). The zooecial tubes are short and without dia-
phragms; they curve abruptly towards the surface in the mature 
reGion. Acanthopores are abundant. 
PIS CUSS ION 
Due to the poor state of preservation of this specimen the 
sections do not show the internal features clearly and consequently 
it is only tentatively related to g,esthonia (Bassler, 1911) which 
has a thick cortex-like mature region and a thin walled immature 
region. However this specimen appears to differ in the absence 
of diaphragms in the axial region. 
. . . . ... ... i • •••• • · ..• -~i.:. .. .... ~ .. ... ~- . . .. 
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Order 
Suborder 
Family 
Genus 
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TREPOS'.rO~lA'J.'A 
IN'l'EGHATA 
.AMPLDDWPOHIDAE 
Al~lPLb.'XOPORA 
~nploxopora aff. A. 
Plate 16, Figs. 1,2,3, 
Pluta 17, Figs. 1,2,3. 
LOC4LITY AND HORIZON 
Ulrich, 1B82 
Ulrich & Bussler, 1904 
Mi.LJ.er, 1U~9 
Ulrich, 1Uti2 
gyensip Phillips, 1965 
Specimon ZMS 0121 collected from the Black Duclc Nember of 
tho Long Point ~,ormation about thro0 milo!l northeast of West Bay 
on the eastern side of Long Point, 
DESCRJ:PTlON 
The zoa.rium hns cylindrical b:t•anches with the main stem up 
to lBmm. and smul1er up to 5~n. in diameter. The surface is 
smooth. In tl'ansverse section the thin-walled zooociu are poly-
t;onal in outline and average 6 zooecin in 2 mm. (Pl. 16, J.i'iG. 1). 
M~sozooecia, similarly polyaonal in outline but smaller, uro 
present between the zooecial tubes. Longitudinal sections show 
lonG zooecial tubes with broad ci·t:~nulations axially nnd closer 
crenulation in the peripheral region (Pl. 16, Fig. 2, and Pl. 16, 
Fie. 3). Zooecial tubes approach tho surface with a cantle curve 
(Pl. 1?, Figs. 1,3) in the narrow peripheral rocion. Diaphragms 
a1·o sparse in the axial region (Pl. 1?, li'ig. l) but are concen-
trated in tho sub-periplH3ral region; they may be flat, curved or 
cystoidal in the subsphorical recion. Acanthopores a1·o not seen. 
The thin walls of the axial I'Ogion thicken slightly to\'rards the 
outer recion. In loneitudinal section there are three or four 
levels at \oThich the zooecial tLtbes bifurcate to give a murlccd 
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increase in the diameter of the zoarium (Pl. 17, Fig. 2). 
Associated with this bifurcation of the tubes, 1~ a curved band 
of diaphragrDs which axtends acrose the colony (Pl. 17, Fig. 3). 
DISCUSSION 
This specimen is characterised by slender, orenulate zooec1al 
walls, infrequent acanthopores, some of which extend into the 
subper1pheral region. All theRe features place this form cloRe 
to Amplexopora evensis Phillips (196,5), It differs from A. slengar1a 
F'ritz (1957) in having less diaphrae;ms 1n both the axial and the 
peripheral regions. A. evensis has been reported by Phillips (196.5) 
from the Caradoc Series, which is Uppev Ordovician in age,and 
A. glengaria has been reported by Fritz (19.57) from th~ Ottawa 
Formation ,which is regarded as BlDok-River to 1'renton in ae_:e. 
Order: TREPOST0~1ATA Ulrich, 1882 
Suborder 
Family 
Genus 
Plate 18, 
Plate 19, 
IN~EGHATA Ulrich & Bassler, 1904 
CALOPORIDAE Ulrich, 1890 (emendation of Calloporidae, Ulrich, 1890) 
CALOPORA Hall, 18.51 
Calopora aff. c. duma1is Ross, 1969 
Figs. 1,2,3,4. 
Figs. 1,2. 
LOCALITY AND HORIZON 
Specimen ZMS Ol): collected from the Bl8ck Duck l·lember of 
the Long Point Formation about two miles northeast of Te~ Cove 
on the eastern side of Long Point. 
.. . 
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DESCRIPTION 
The zoar1um is ramose with cylindrical branoh~s ran~in~ from 
4 to Smm. 1n diameter. In oblique tangential section the zooecia 
are partly in contact and p::1rtly isolated by numerous polye;onal 
and sub-polyeonal meeozooecia (Pl. 18, Fig. 1). Peripherally 
the zooeo1al walls show integrate structure with their boundaries 
clearly defined (Pl. 18, Fig. 2). In longitudinal saction the 
axial region is thin walled and distinctly separable from th~ 
thick walled peripheral region (Pl. 18, Fig. 4). This distinction 
1s also clear in transvAree section (Pl. 19, Fig. 1). Diaphragms 
are present in the axial region and they are either flat or very 
slightly curved. They are numerous in tho subperipheral and. per-
ipheral regions (Pl. 18, Fig. 4, Pl. 19, Fie. 2). The mesozooecia 
both in the peripheral and eubperiphe~al regions, also have closely 
spaced diaphragms. Peripherally the zooecial tubes curve outwards 
and their walls become thicker (Pl. 18, Fig. 4). The microstructure 
of the zooeoial wall is clear in the peripheral region where it 
consists of steeply inclined parallel laminEie (Pl. 18, Fig. 3). 'l~he 
lr.uninae of adjacent zooeoial WEillfl are curved where they abut and 
the laminae of the diaphragms and the zooecial walls interfinger 
with one another (Pl. 18, Fig. 5). 
DISCUSSION 
In internal structure this specimen shows close resemblance 
to Calopora dumalis Ross (1969) which h8s been reported from the 
'11ren ton ian 1z1 New York State. It has th<'l ssme slender zooec1al 
branches and numerous mesozooec1a but it differs in hRving more 
numerous diaphragms in the sub-peripheral and peripheral regions 
of the zooec1al tubes as well as in the mesozooecia. 
I. 
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Order 
SUborder 
Family 
Genus 
zuer I 
TREPOS~10NATA 
INTEOllATA 
AHPLEKOPORIDAE 
MONOTRYP.l.ULLA 
Ulrich, 1882 
Ulrich & Bassler, 190~ 
Miller, 1882 
Ulrich, 1882 
Monotrypella Af~. M. aegualis Ulrich, 1882 
Plate 19, Figs.3,~. 
LOCALITY 4ND HORIZON 
Specimen ZMS 014& collected from the Black Duck Member of 
the Long Point ~'ormation one mile southwest or ~·hree Rock Point 
on the western side of Port au Port Peninsula, 
DESCRIPTION 
The zoarium is ramose, consisting of cylindrical somewhat 
flattened branches 7 to 14 mm, in diameter, The surface of the 
zoarium exhibits low, rounded monticules generally consisting of 
zooecia larger than the average but in some instances the zooecia 
are of normal size. In tangential section, the zooecia are poly-
gonal in outline, thin walled, numbering from 7 to 8 in 2mm.; those 
in the monticules are larger and ' to 6 occupy the santa space 
(Pl. 19, Fig. 3), Nesopores are absent and there are no acMtho-
pores, In longitudinal section the zooecial tubes in the axial 
region are thin walled and they are crossed by straight diaphragms 
about one and a half tube-diameters apart. Toward the periphery 
the tubes gradually bend out\llards and their walls become very 
slightly thickened (Pl. 19, Fig. 4). In this region the diaphragms 
become more numerous, averaging about two in the space of one tube 
diameter, In the mature region mesopores are occasionally found 
with closely spaced straight diaphragms (Pl. 19, Fig. 4), 
~-: ... ·· :·"· ·. 
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piSCUSSION 
This specimen resembles MqnotrYpella aeguulis Ulrich in its 
ceneral external and internal structure, but differs 1n having 
st1•aight zooeoial walls, a much shorter mature region o.ncl straight 
diaphragms. 
Order 
SUborder 
li1a.mily 
Genus 
Plate 20, 
TlU!lPOS1'0MATA 
INTI!lGRATA 
TRu.iATOPOUIDAE 
Batostoma 
Ulrich, 1862 
Ulrich & Dasoler, 1904 
Miller, 1889 
Ul1•ich, 1882 
Batqstoma aff. B. winchelli - Ul1"1ch, lA9J 
Figa. 1,2. 
LQC4LI'l'X 4ND HORIZON 
Specimen ZMS 015& collected from the l3laclc Duck Nember of 
the Long Point li'ormation, one mile southwest of Blaclc Duclc Broolc 
village on the eastern side of Long Point. 
DESCRIPl'ION 
The zoarium is large and rrunose, consisting of cylindrical 
branches from 6 to 8 mm. in diameter and about 20 mm. in leneth. 
In transverse section the zooecia are sub-polygonal to rounded 
in outline, variable in size and from 8 to 9 occur in the space 
of 2mm. The moderately thiclt zooecial \-ralls are studded with 
acanthopo1•es (Pl. 20, Fig, 1). Mesopores practically non-
existent. The integrate character of the wall is distinct, a 
dark line separating each zooecium. In longitudinal section the 
zooecial tubes in the axial region are thin walled and crossed 
by diaphragms varying from two to four tube diameters apart (Pl. 20, 
Fig, 2). As the zooacial tubes approach the mature region they 
;::· . 
ll 
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curve abruptly outward and their walls thiclcen. Diaphragms 
are generally straight but occasionally they are oblique. 
Acanthopores are prominent (Pl. 20, li'ig. 2). 
DISCUSSION 
In tangential and longitudinal section this form closely 
resembles Batostoma winchelli Ulrich, (1893) in having numerous 
acanthopores and a moderately elongated mature 1·egion that 
curves abruptly outwards and contains closely spaced diaphragms. 
B. winchelli had been reported by Fritz (195'7) from the lower 
part of the Ottawa Formation, Black River to Trenton in aee. 
Orde1• 
Suborder 
lhunily 
Genus 
TREPOSTOHATA 
INTEGRATA 
TREMATOPORIDAE 
HEMIPHRAGtvlA 
Ulrich, 18~2 
Ulrich & Bassler, 1904 
Miller, l8B9 
Ulrich, 1893 
Hemiphragma aff. H. crassicrenulatum l.i'ritz, 1957 
Plate 21, Figs. 1,2,3. 
LOCALITY ANp HORIZON 
Specimen ZMS 0161 collected from the Black Duck 1-iembel· or 
the Long Point Formation, three miles northeast of Tea Cove on 
the eastern side or Long Point. 
DESCRIPTION 
The zoarium is ramose and the branches have a smooth surface 
and range from 5 to 14 mm. in diameter. Transverse sections show 
polygonal zooecia, apparently in contact, and 5 are present in 
2nun. distance; mesopo1•es few, :Jometime wanting (Pl. 21, It'ig. 1) • 
Acanthopores appear to be absent. The zooecial walls are thin in 
longitudinal section, showing here and the1•e coarse crenulations 
. ' 
I ' , 
!:. 
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or waviness (Pl. 21, Fig. 2). DiaphraBms are well developed 
but hemiphragms are also sparingly px•esent within the zooeoia 
(Pl. 21, Fig. 3). Diaphragms are commonly grouped closely at 
the surface and they may be straight, oblique, concave or 
convex; hemiphragms have similar attitudes (Pl. 21, Fig, 3). 
PISCUSSION 
This specimen is similar to Hemiphraama crqnulaturn Fritz 
(1957) in having these features in common: (1) the zooecial walls 
are wavy and crenula.ted, (2) in the presence or hemiphragms and 3) 
in having beaded mesopores that reach the surface. H.crenulatum 
has been reported by Fritz (1957) from the Ottawa Formation which 
is regarded as Blaclt-River to Trenton in age. 
Order TREPOSTOMATA Ulrich, 1882 
Suborder 
Family 
Genus 
Plate 22 1 
INTEORA.TA 
TREMATOPORIUAill 
DIPLOTRYPA 
Ulrich & Bassler, 1904 
Miller, 1889 
Nicholson, 1879 
Diplotrypa scbucherti Fritz, (1966) 
ll'igs, 1,2,3. 
LOCALITY AND HORIZON 
Specimen ZMS Ol7a one of a number of small mound shaped 
colonies . collected from many localities all along the lenBth 
of' Black Duclt Member of' the Long Point Formation. 
DBSClUPTION 
The colonies are little mound-shaped structures, measuring 
one to two inches in width and half an inch in height. In 
transverse section the zooecia are polygonal in outline or rounded 
where interrupted by mesopores (Pl. 22, Fig. 1). The walls are 
-~··nwm~ 
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thin and integrate. Mesopores are small and few in number, 
generally quadran@Ull:lr in outline and. sometimes they ooour in 
pairs (Pl. 22, Fig. 2). Aoanthoporea apparently abaent. Long-
itudinal section reveals thin walla of uniform thickness through-
out their length (Pl. 22, :F1gs. 2,3). The walls are orenul~•te 
where mesoporea intervene; diaphragms are horizontal and closely 
spaced in mesopores. Sometimes the maaoporee have a beaded 
appearance. 
DISCUS£ION 
Horizontal diaphragms, integrate walls, absence of acantha-
pores and beaded appearance of the meaoporas clearly indicate 
its relationship to Diplotrypa achucherti, Fritz (1966). 
n. schucherti was first described by Fritz (1966) from the Lone 
Point Fornu:ttio:n of the Port au Port Peninsula. 
Order THEPOSTONATA Ulrich, 1882 
Suborder AMAL0Ar1ATA Ulrich & Baaaler, 1901.~ 
li'amily 
Genus 
P1nte 23, 
Plate 2L~, 
ATACTOTOECHIDAE Duncan, 
ATACTOTOECHUS Duncan, 
Atactotoechus aff. A. kayi Phil11pa,l962 
Figs. 1,2,3. 
Figs. 1,2. 
1939 
1939 
LOCALITY AND HORIZON 
Specimen ZMS 018: collected from the Blc.ck Duck r1ember of 
the Long Point For~~tion;two miles southwest of Blsck Duck Brook 
on the eastern side of Long Point. 
DESCRIPTION 
Ramose zoarium consisting of cylindrical branches 6 to 7 in 
2mm. diameter. Mesopores arB present but few in number. In 
·- · · · · • · - • ·• " "'' " • ' ' •' ···· · • · •••• · - • • •·'• ''" ' " ,.w,• ··' ' ·•· • • " ·, ····•• , , 
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shallow tangential section the zooecia appoar rounded and 
they are surrounded by mesopores. Numerous aoanthopores present 
1n th~ zooeoial wall (Pl. 2J, Fig. 1). In longitudinal section 
the axial region is narrow and the zooecial walls ure longitud-
inally laminated and undulate slie;htly (Pl. 23, Fig. 2). Diaphragms 
ar~ absent 1n the axial region. The subperipheral rogion shows 
the zooeoial tubes, oontainin! few diaphragms curving gently 
outwards (Pl. 23, Fig. 2). Zooecial walls are thickened and 
display atactotoechid wall structure (Pl. 23, Fig. J) in which 
the zooeoial laminae 1n lon~itudinal section remain relatively 
straight as they approach the zooeoial boundaries and inters~ot 
the boundaries at low angles (Plate 24). Irregularly arrt:"\np:P.d 
diaphragms are numerous in the p~ripheral re~ion; they are 
curved and some are compound in nature (Pl. 2), Fig. 2). 
DISCUSSION 
This specimen resembles Atactotoeohus kayi Phillips (1962) 
1n (1) possessing thick walls towards the peripheral rer,ion (2) 
an absence of diaphragms from the axial region ( a few may be 
present in peripheral region), and (3) exhibiting a typical 
atactotoechid wall structure. A. kayi has been reported by 
Phillips (1962) from tha Chazyan (Ordovician) of New York 
State und Vermont. 
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Plate 11 
Pachidictxa arr. P. ambigua Ross, 1961 
Collected from the Bla.clc Duck Member of 
the Long Point Formation one mile 
northeast or Bla.clc Duolt Broolc on the 
eastern side or Long Point, 
Shallow tangential section showing 
longitudinal arrangement or zooecia with 
acanthopores between them, ZMS 009; 
X 25, 
Deep oblique tangential section cuttinr. 
across the aoanthopores which appear as 
a median band 1n the zooecial walls. 
ZNS 009; X 25. 
Transverse section through the mesothecn 
reaching the median tubuli, Note also 
the acanthopores in the zooecial walls. 
ZMS 009; X 25. 
PL TE II 
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Plate 12 
Stictoporu nigholsoni Ulrich, 1882 
Collected from the Bluclt Duck Membe1• ol' 
the Long Point li'o1•mation from near tho tit> 
or Long Point to Throe Roclt Point. 
Shallow tangential section showing zoooc:lu 
in median lonei tudinal ranees. Nume1•oua 
acanthopo1•es present aroWld zooaciul 
walls. ZMd 010; X 2?. 
Longitudinal section throuah mosotheca 
and early part or zooecium. ZMS 010; 
X 50. 
Longitudinal section showing superior 
hemisepta. ~1S 010; X 25. 
Longitudinal section showing inferior 
hemisepta. ZMS 010; X 25. 
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P1nte 1~· 
;ltictopol'a nicho1son1 Ulrich, 1B82 
Ob11quo lonci tudinu1 section throu1.:h 
tho mesothecul plane. Note distinct 
superior hemiseptu and acanthoporo!; . 
X ljO, (1J:.2w Phillips, 1960). 
Lonei t1tdinnl section throuGh tho 
mosothecal plune. Note distinct 
inferior homisopta, inner immature 
and outer muture recions or zoooci~l. 
X 7'5, (.£.!:.Q.w Phillipo, 1960). 
-
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Plato 15 
li'i~s. 1-2 Goldfussi trypu nff. G, esthon:la ( .!Jac.:; l•:r) 1911 
ii~. 1 
Collected from tho Blacl\. Duclc H~:1mbo1.' of Lht~ 
Long Point l''orma tion about tttJO milo:.:; nol·th-
oast of Tou Cove, 
Transverno section r.hol-rinr, uxiul rut:ion 
with zooecia of irret:ul:u· Otltlino. zu;;; 
011; X 25. 
Lon~itudinal :::action showin~ short ~oouc ial 
tubes w.tthout diaphragmr., Zl-IS 011; :·~ 2j. 
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Plate 16 
Ar!mlexopol'A uff. A. evens is Ross, 1965 
Collected from the Blaclt Duck Member 
of the Long Point li'ormation three 
miles northeast or Tea Cove on the 
eastern side of Long Point, 
Transverse section showing polygo11al 
zooecia with smaller mosozooeciu. 
ZHS 012; X 50, 
Longitudinal section through axial 
region showing zooecial tubes \d th 
broud crenula tions, ZMS 012 ; X 50. 
LonE;i tudinul section through pel·i-
pheral region showing close crenula.tionz 
or curved zooecial walls und the 
straight and curved diaphragms of the 
sub-peripheral l'egion. ZNS 012; X 50. 
- 9l -
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Plata 1? 
Affiplexoporu aff. A. eyons1s Ross, 1965 
Collected from the Black Duck Member 
of the Long Point li'ormat1on three miles 
northeast of Tea Cove on the eastern 
side of Long Point. 
Longitudinal section showing axial 
region with no diaphragms, Z~1S 012; 
X 50, 
Longitudinal section showing bifurcation 
of the zooecial tubes. ZMS 012; X 50. 
Oblique longitudinal section showing two 
levels llt which zooecial tube bifurcate 
and the ussociated curved bands or 
diaphrugms extending across the zoarium. 
ZH~ 012; X 25'. 
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Plate 18 
Calopora aff. C.dumalis Ross, 196~ 
Collected from the Black Duck l'lember 
of the Long :Point Formation two u1iles 
northeast of Tea Cove on the eastern 
side of Long Point. 
Oblique tangemtial section across 
zoarial stem showing, in the lower 
part of the figure, zooecia surrounded 
by smaller mesozooecia. ZM~ 013; X 2). 
Shallow tangential section showing 
rounded to polygonal zooecia with well 
defined walls. ~MS 013; X 2~. 
Longitudinal section showing flat, 
curved and compound diaphragu1s and the 
microstructure of zooecial walls and 
diaphragms. 'l'he former consist of 
steeply inclined laminae and the latter 
of parallel laminae that extend into 
and interfinger distally with the laminae 
of the zooecial walls. ZNB 013; X 50. 
Longitudinal section showing nuu1erous 
diaphragms in the zooeciu and meso-
zooecia of the sub-peripheral region. 
ZMS 013; X 25. 
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Plate 19 
Caloporn aff. Q, dumalis Ross, 1969 
Collected from the Black Duck Membel' of 
the Long Point Formation two miles north-
east of Tea Cove on the eastern side of 
L011g Point, 
Transverse section showing well defined 
axial and peripheral regions. ZMS 013; 
X 25. 
Longitudinal section showing fewer dia-
phragms in the u:1al region than in the 
peripheral region, ZMS 013; X 25. 
Monotrxpelln art. M. aegualis Ulrich, 1882 
Collected from the Black Duck Member of 
the Long Point Formation one mile south-
west or Three Rock Point. 
Transverse section showing axial reGion 
with polygonal zooecia. ZMS Ol~; X 25. 
Longitudinal section showing straight 
diaphragms in the peripheral region. 
ZNS 014; X 2!), 
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Plate 20 
Batostomg arr. B, winchelli Ulrtch, lfl9J 
Collected from the Black Duck Membex· 
or the Long Point li'ormation one mile 
northeast or Blaclc Duck Broolc on the 
eastern side of Long Point. 
Transverse section showing sub-
polygonal to rounded zooecia. Note 
the intog1•ate character or the wall, 
ZHS 015; X 25. 
Longitudinal section showing thin 
walled axial region . crossed by 
diaphrams, ZMS 015; X 25. 
.... "-J9 - PLATE 20 
Fig. I 
Fig. 2 
Figs. l-3 
F'ig, l 
Fig, 2 
Fig, 3 
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Plate 21 
Hamiphr!gsa arr. H· 
Fritz, 9 7 orassicrenulatum 
Collected from the Blaclt Duclc Member or 
the Long Point Formation three miles 
northeast o1' Tea Cove on the eastern 
side of Long Point, 
Transverse section showing polygonal 
zooecia with few mesopores. ZJ.tS 016· 
X 4o. 
Longitudinal section showu1g straight 
diaphragms in zooecia with crenulata 
\'lalls, ZMS 016; X !.to, 
Longitudinal section showing straight 
diaphragms, hemiphragms and crenulated 
walls, ZM~ 016; X 25, 
- .LU.L -
PLATE 21 
Fig.l Fig .2 
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Fi . z 
Figs. l-3 
li'ie. 1 
Fig. 2 
Fig, 3 
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Plate 23 
Atactotoeohus aft. A. kavi Ross, 1962 
Collected from the Black Duck Member of 
the Long Point Formation two miles 
southwest of Black Duclc Brook on the 
eastern side or Long Point. 
Shallow tangential section showine 
rounded zooecia. About six acantha-
pores present around each zooecium. 
ZMS OlB; X 25. 
Longitudinal section showing the axial 
region without diaphragms, The undul-
ating zooecial walls are longitudinally 1~\minated. ZMS 018; X 2;. 
Longitudinal section showing thickened 
zooecial walls which display atactot-
oechus micro-wall structure. ZNS OlB; X 25. 
- l. 7 - p T 
Fig .2 
Figs. 1·2 
li'ig. l 
Fig, 2 
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Plate 24 
Atactotoechus aff. A. kaxi Ross, 1962 
Tangential section passing through a 
zooeaial tube to show the atacto-
toechid microstructure or the zooecial 
wall and the nature of the simple, 
compound and cystoidal diaphragms. 
X 150 (i£2m Ross, 1962). 
Transverse section of aperture of a 
zooeaium to show the arrangement of 
the acanthopores. X 150 (~ 
Ross, 1962} 
··-·· ··· · · .;:. • ; ' '. 
....... 
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PLATE 24 
ACAN TH O P OR.. E 
CCJM~U.D 
:DIAPHQAG M 
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Chapter 5 
O~HER FOSBILS 
In addition to collecting trilobites and bryozoans, the two 
groupe o! fossils studied in detail !or this thesis, fossils o! 
other groups were collected where they were obvious or common and 
these are considered in this chapter in order to give a general, 
though very incomplete, picture of the fauna of the Long Foint 
Formation. The dendroids Dictyonema and Staurograptus from the 
Green Point Formation are included since these forms are character-
istic of this formation and indicate that it is of lowermost 
Ordovician age. 
Family 
Genus 
Plate 25, Fig. 1 
Locality and Horizon 
GONIOCERATIDAE 
GONIOCERAS 
Hyatt, 1884 
Hall, 1847 
Gonioceras anceps Hall, 18~7 
Specimen ZMS 019, a tour inch fragment of an ortbocone with 
angular flanks collected !rom the Black Duck ~ember, two miles 
northeast of Black Duck Brook village on the eastern side of Long 
Point • 
.R.e script ion 
The orthoconic shell is large, depressed and smooth-surfaced 
with a flat ventral side and a moderately convex dorsal side. The 
two sides of ~e shell meet laterally at an acute angle and these 
edges form distinct right and lett !lanka. Dorsally, the flanks 
are less convex than the axial part or the cone which represents 
half the total width of the shell. ~he camerae are wide and narrow 
' . 
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and constricted between the axial part of the cone and the flanks. 
The sutures, on both the dorsal and ventral sides or the axial part 
of the cone, form broad central lobes, Laterally the lobes curve 
sharply towards the flanks and become closer to one another. Beyond 
this they regain their normal cUstance from one another und the 
lobes pass into rounded dorsolateral and ventrolateral saddles, 
the outer sides of which curve back to meet the lateral margin of 
the shell and one another, thus giving rise to pointed lateral 
lobes. The subcentral eurysiphonate siphuncla has cyrtochoanitic 
septal necks. The presence of secondary calcite within the camerae 
makes it difficult to determine whether or not cameral deposits 
ware originally present. 
pisgussion 
This specimen has all the characteristics of Qoniogeras anceps 
and it is, therefore, regarded as belonging to this species. A 
Gon1ogeras from the Long Point Formation was listed by Riley (1962) 
as Ooniogeras ct. Q, anQeps. o. angeps has also been collected by 
Wilson (1961) from the Ottawa Formation which is regarded as Black-
"iver to Trenton in age. 
Family 
Genus 
GONIOCEHATIDAE 
GONIOCERAS 
Hyatt, 1884 
Hall, 1847 
Gonioeeras aff. G, occidgnta.le Hall, 1861 
Plate 25, Figs, 2,3. 
Locality and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS 020, a large specimen of Gonioceras from the Black 
Duck member of the Long Point Formation about two miles southwest 
of Portage. 
/ 
/ 
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Descript_~_pn 
The orthoconic shell is large and measures270mm, in length. 
It is depressed and smooth with a flat ventral side, and a moderately 
convex dorsal side that meet laterally at an acute angle forming 
flanks (Pl. 25, Figs. 2,3). Tho specimen lacks both the posterior 
end of the cone and the living chamber. The width of tho incomplete 
shell anteriorly is 90mm; tapering is gradual. Secondary calcite 
deposits within the camerae maltes it difficult to ascertain whether 
these deposits are entirely secondary or represent, wholly or in 
purt, mineralized cameral deposits. Centrally on the dorsal side 
the sutures malte deep broad lobes. Laterally, where the flanlcs 
beein, the sutures rise sharply and approach one another. Beyond 
this they arch upwards as prominent saddles on the flanlcs. 'l'he 
septa on the flanks are closer to one another than cent1•ally. 
DiscussiQD 
This is believed to be the largest specimen of Gonioceras so 
far found in the Long Point li'ormation. Though the siphuncle is 
only partly exposed, a decrease 1n the diameter of the siphuncle 
towards the living chamber is apparent. The laree size or the 
shell, the decrease 1n diameter of the siphuncle and the acuteness 
or the angle at which the septa pass from the main body or the 
shell to the arch on the flarucs 
occidentale Hall (1861). There 
are characters foWld in Gonioceras 
is a considerable confusion in the 
literature as to the differences between G.aoceps already noted in 
the Long Point Fox·mat1on, and G, occidentale. Wilson (1961) 
states that G.anceps differs from ~occidentale in (l) the central 
Part of the orthocone being broader and tapering more rapidly, 
./ 
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(2) the septa, beyond the point at which the central lobes pass 
into the lateral saddles, regaining their orieinal distance from 
one another and maintaining it to the edge of the flanks, and (3) 
tho septa on the flanks being closer to one another than centrally. 
G.ocgidentale has been reported from the Ottawa Formation by Wilson 
(1961) which 1s regarded as Black River to Trenton in age. 
Family 
Subfamily 
Go nus 
- l.l2 -
ORTHOCERATIDAE Me 1 Coy, 1841+ 
ORTHOCERATINAE Me' Coy, 184'+ 
ORTHOCERAS Bruguiere, 1789 
Orthogeras ~rr. 0, regulare Schlotheim, 1820 
Plate 26, Figs, 1,2,3. 
LogalitY and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS 021, a weathered orthocone noted in ~ in the 
Blaclt Duck Member of' the Long Point Formation, about one mile 
southwest of Blaclt Duck Brook village on the eastern side of' Long 
Point, 
oesgript1on 
The orthocone is very large, about 3 feet in length and 5 
inches in diameter. It is almost cylindrical, expanding adupically, 
and it has a subcentral to slightly ventral, slender siphuncle, 
measuring one inch in diameter with orthochoanitic septal necks. 
The sutures are straight (Pl. 26, Figs. 1,2,3). 
Piscussion 
This specimen resembles Qrthoceras regulare Schlothe1rnin the 
features noted above but it dif'fers f'rom it in its larger size and 
in having a narrower siphuncle. This species has been reported 
from the Middle Ordovician of North America, Sweden and U.s.s.R. 
(Sweet in Moore, 196~). 
· ·· ····• ·.···· · . . · •.:: -· ~: •. /: • ;· ... . , • .;..·,-· ._;', .::-.:·~:: ;o.~·- · ~· -~r.·: · ·.· :~~·:: 7t r·,··~ 
Family 
Subfamily 
Genus 
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PSEUDOR~HOCERA~IDAE 
SPYROClili.ATINAE 
Sl?YROCERAS 
Flower and Caster, 1935 
Shimizu and Obata, 1935 
Hyatt, 1884 
Spypoceras aft S.arcuoliratum Hall, 1932 
Flate 2?, Figs. 1,2. 
Locality and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS 022, an annulated orthocone from the Black Duck 
Nember o:r the Long Point Formation, one mile northeast or Tea 
Cove on the eastern side or Long Point. 
Description 
The orthocone is slender in shape and circular in cross 
section. Its original size is not known as the specimen is 
incomplete. The :fragment is 90mm. in length. It represents 18 
camerae of a phragmocone with a diameter of 20mm. at its larger 
end and 10mm. at the smaller, broken end. The siphuncle is sub-
central in position and slightly lese than 2mw. in diameter. All 
the annulations are equidsiatnt in their spacing (Pl.2?, Figs. 
1,2). The external surface shows longitudinal lirae. 
Discussion 
This specimen resembles Spyroceras arcuoliratum Hall in its 
oblique surficial annulation and the subcentral position of the 
siphuncle but it differs in that the rounded annulations are not 
as broad or broader than the troughs. s.arcuoliratum Hall has 
been reported by Wilson (1961) :from the Ottawa Formation which 
is regarded as Black River and Trenton in age. 
Family ENDOCERATIDAE Hyatt.1883 
Genus ENDOCERAS Hall, 184? 
Endoceras af:f E.proteifor~ Hall, 1847 
- lll~ -
Plate 27, Figs. 3,4,5'16. 
Locality and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS 023 1 a large weathered, incomplete conch collected 
from the Black Duok Member of the Long Point Formation, one mile 
northwest of Three Rock Point. 
Description 
The conch is large, straight and the fragment is 65'mm. long. 
It represents 9 camerae of a gradually exprmding phragmocone. The 
conch is slightly depressed dorso-ventrally. Sutures are deep 
and run across the vertical axis (Pl. 27, Fig. 3). The siphuncle 
is large and ventrally placed. It is circular in cross section 
and has a diameter of' 7mm. In vertical section (Pl. 27, Figs. 5',6) 
the concave septa and the holochoanitic septal necks are distinct. 
Discussion 
This specimen shows the external and intermll features of 
lilndoceras proteii'orme Hall. E. proteif'orme has 'been reported from 
the Middle to Upper Ordovician of N. America, U.s.s.R. and 
East Asia. (Olenister and Furnish in Moore, 1964) • 
. . 1'·-- ···:··· .... ··' · ... ... -
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Family MACLURITIDAE Fischer, 1885 
Genus MACLURITES LeSuer, 1818 
Mnclurites art. M· triangularis Teichert, 1937 
Plate 28, Figs. 1,2. 
LocalitY and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS 02l~, a large, complete :~hell collactod rrom tho 
Black Duck Member or the Long Point Formation, one milo northwest 
ot Dluck Duck Brook village. 
Qes cription 
The shell is large, hyperstrophio and po.ucispiral with a 
large umbilicus. The largest diameter measures 55mm. The evoluto 
lower surface is flat while the involute uppor surface is convex. 
The whorls enlarge less rapidly on the lower than the upper surface 
and this leads to a rapid increase in the vertical diameter of the 
~horls. Each whorl leaves the prece~ding one slightly revealed 
giving rise to an advolute shell. 
Discussion 
This specimen resembles }iaclurites triangulgris. Teichert (1937) 
in having a large umbilicus und in this respect it differs from 
Maclurites mgpitobensia Whiteaves (1890). This large Maclurites 
is abundant throughout the strata of Silliman's Fossil Mount 
(Miller, Youngquist and Collinson, 19~) whore some of them attain 
a diameter or more than 6 inChes. In tho Long Point Formation some 
specimens of Haglurites also attain this size, Maclurites trian; 
gylaris has been collected by Miller, Youngquist and Collinson (19~) 
from the Cape Calhoun Formation of Northern Greenland which is 
regarded as Middle Ordovician in age. 
·-~~-· ·· · ··-
.-.. .  ,
-!.-.- -
Family 
Genus 
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MACLURITIDAE 
MACLURI'rES 
Fischer, 1885 
LeSuer, 1818 
Maclurites aff M.manitobensis Whiteaves, 1890 
Plate 28, Figs. ;,4,5. 
Locality and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS 025, a complete shell collected from the Black 
Duck Member of the Long Point Formation, two miles northeast of 
Black Duck Brook village on the eastern side of Long Point. 
Description 
The shell is small, hyperstrophic, paucispiral and its longest 
diameter measures 45 mm. It has a flat base (evolute) ~d etron~ly 
convex upper surface (involute). The whorls enlarge much lees 
rapidly on the flat base than they do on the strongly convex upper 
surface (Fl.28, Fig.~). Involutions of the whorls are convexly 
rounded to the umbilical edge; the open umbilicus is narrow and 
deep. Each whorl leaves the preceding one slightly revealed and 
in section they have a roughly triangular outline which is slightly 
truncated at the line of contact with the preceding whorl. 
Discussion 
Rapidly increasing whorls on the convex upper side and a 
small, deep umbilicus are typical of Macluriwes manitobensis Whit-
eaves. This species is widely found in Silliman's Fossil Mount 
(Baffin Island) where Knight and Bridge (!e Shimer and Shrock, 1944) 
distinguished two forms of Maclurites, one form with a small and 
deep umbilicus and the other form with a large umbilicus. M.manito-
be~s is very widespread and characteristic of the Red River 
Il'ormation in southern l"ianitoba. 'l'roedsson (19~?) reifted it from 
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tbe Cape Calhoun Series of the Middle Ordovician of northern 
Greenland. Teichert (193?) reported this form from Melville 
Peninsula, Lidden Island and northern Baffin Island. 
,, 
; 
;· 
,, 
.. 
. ~· ·""-~! 
Family 
Subfamily 
Genlls 
Plate 29, 
- lltj -
LOPHOSPIRIDAE 
LOPHOSPIRINAE 
Lophospil'a 
Lophospira sp. 1ndet. 
Figs. 1,2. 
Wenz, 1888 
Wenz, 1888 
Whitfield, 1886 
LocalitY and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS 026, an external impression or the shell from 
the LeRoy Member or the Long Point Formation, one mila southwest 
or Black Duck Brook on the eastern side or Long Point. 
Dosgription 
The spire is low conical with an apical angle of about 75°. 
There are four whorls and each whorl has a strong convex spiral 
band 1n the middle of the whorl (Pl. 29, Fig. 1). This convex band 
runs all the way to the apex and gives an angulated appearance 
to the whorls. The shell surface bordering this spiral band on 
either side is shallow and concave. Between the upper concave band 
and the suture, the whorl is gently convex or nearly flat (Pl. 29, 
Figs.l,2). Ornamentation indistinct. The dimensions are as 
follows a 
Height 11 mm. 
Width at the base 7 mm. 
Discugsion 
The absence or the a.pertural portion of the shell malces a 
more specific identification impossible. In its external features 
this specimen resembles Lophospira. Mille~, Youngquist and 
Collinson (1954) noted Lophospira in the collection made by Gould 
(1927) from Silliman's Fossil Mount, Baffin Island, which is 
regarded as Middle Ordovician in age. 
L 
, ... ,
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Family AULOPORIDAE Milne-Edwards & Haime , 1851 
Genus LABYRINTHITES Lambe, 1906 
Labxrinthites chidlensis Lambe, 1906 
Plate 30, Figs. 1,2. 
LogalitY and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS 027, one or a large number of dome-shaped 
colonies collected from the Whole length or the outcrop or the 
Blaclc Duck Member of the Long Point Formation. 
Desgriptign 
The colony is low-domed in outline, measuring 8 inches in 
width and 2 inches 1n height. In transverse sectio~ (Pl. 30, Fig. 
l) the corallites are oval to polygonal, without septa, and each 
is connected to neighbouring corallites at one, two, or three of 
its corners by hollow tubules. Longitudinal sections (Pl. 30 Fig. 
2) reveal distinct tabulae, which are flat to low convex or 
shallow concave, and mural pores in the inter-spaces. The coral-
lites, which are generally separated from one another by inter-
spaces may coalesce and they also seem to be very slightly sintlous. 
The tubules cross the interspaces. 
Digcussism 
This specimen is identical to specimens of Labyrinthites 
1Labyr1nthites) chidlensis Lambe, identified by Bolton {1965) from 
the Long Point Formation. Lambe {1906) on the basis of long 
parallel corallites continuously connected together anu the absence 
of tubules, provisionally placed this genus in the Halysitidae. 
Duncan (1956) and Hamada (1957) assigned the genus to the Syring-
oporidae. Sokolov (1955') combined ~g,byrinthites. with Hexismig. 
.. -~-~-- .. ~·~··· 
l 
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Sokolov in the family Hexismiidae, Order Halysitida. Hill and 
Stwnm (1956), however, regard its cylincll•ical corallites connected 
by hollow tubules as being more characteristic or the i'amily 
Auloporidae than of the Family Hulysitidae. 
Troelsen (195'9) found L. cbidlgpsis in the Cape Webster Form-
ation (Middle Ordovician(?), Greenland, associated with Gonioceras 
of Middle Ordovician Blaclc River and/or Trenton afi'ini ties (Wild· 
erness stage), It has also been reported i'rom 1-liddle and Upper ('/) 
01•dovician rocks of northern Greenland, southwestern, centraJ. llild 
northeastern Ellesmere Island, south Devon Island, Anderson Island, 
South Baffin Island, Cape Chiclley, central Quebec, north or Great 
Bear Luke and Alaska (Bolton, 196~). 
Family STREPTELASMATIDAE 
Subfamily STHEPTOLASMATINAE 
Genus LAMBEOPHYLliD1 
Nicholson in Nicholson 
and Lydeldcex·, 1889 
Nicholson in Nicholson 
and Lyctekker, 1889 
Okulitch, \93! 
Plate 31, 
Lambeophvllum aff, L, profundum (Conrad) 
Figs. 1,2,3. 
LocalitY and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS 028a a complete specimen of )tambeophyllum. 
Collected from the Beach Point Nember of the Long Point li'ormation, 
at the level of Black Duclt Brook post office on the eastern side 
or Long Point. 
Description 
The coralli te has a length of 15mm. It is cylj,nc.Irical-
d t the base which is pointed. conical in shape and contracte a 
the din•neter of the corallite in-Above the acutely conical base ~ 
distance until the diameter is creases rapidly within a short 
i 
I 
-'-
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about ? to 8 mm; thereafter increase in diameter is slight. 
Externally the specimen shows annular undulations and septal 
ridges. In transverse section (Pl.31, Fig. 2) both primary and 
secondary septa are present but little developed. In vertical 
section (Pl.31, Fig. 3) the calyx is deep with steep sides and 
reaches almost to the bottom or the corallite. No tabular 
dissepiment&. 
Discussion 
This specimen resembles Lambeophyllum pro!undum (Conrad) in 
all its features and an examination o! additional material may 
show that it is the same species. L.profundum has been collected 
by Wilson (1948) from the Ottawa Formation which is regarded as 
Black River to Trenton in age. 
Family 
Subfamily 
Genus 
S'l'ROFHOl'U!:NIDAE 
OFIKINAE 
OPIKINA 
King, 1846 
Sokolskaya, 1960 
Salmon, 1942 
Opikina af! o.gregaria Cooper, 1956 
Plate 32, Figs. 1,2. 
Locality and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS 029, a brachial valve showing distinct cardin-
alia; from the LeRoy Member of the Long Point Formation, one 
mile southwest or Black Duck Brook on the eastern side of Long 
Point. 
Description 
The shell i s subquadrate. It i
s wider than long. The 
dimensions are as follows: Length: 16mm· 
Hinge width:21mm· 
Thickness: 4mm· 
' ... ~ 
; 
;-.. 
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Tha cardinal extremities malta an obt\tse angle. The shell has 
oblique sides while the anterior margin is broadly rounded, 
Brachial valve is fairly concave in the median and posterior 
regions. Its posterolateral sides and the anterior margin are 
sharply deflected. Cardinal process small but strongly developed, 
The septa are low and subdued. 
P1scussion 
This species resembles Op1k1na gregaria Cooper, 1n having 
moderate size, fairly prominent ears and delicate ornamentation. 
Opikina gregaria has been collected by Cooper (19,6) from the 
Bromide Formation whiCh is regarded as Chazyan to Trenton in age. 
Family STROPHOMENIDAE King, 1846 
Subfa.mily OPIKINAE Soltolskaya, 1960 
Genus OPIKINA Salmon, 1942 
Opikina arr. o. formosa Cooper, 19,6 
Plate 32, Figs. 3,4. 
LoCalitY and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS 030a a brachial valve from the LeRoy Member 
or the Long Point Formation, one mile northeast of Blaclt Duclt 
Brook village on the eastern side or Long Point. 
Description 
The shell is subquadrate in outline and sliuhtly wider than 
long, The dimensions or the brachial valve are as follO\oTS 1 
Lengthz 
Widths 
21mm. 
20mm. 
Hinge width: 32mm. 
Height 1 4 mm • 
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The length or the hinge line is equal to the midwidth of 
the brachial valve. The posterolateral sides are sub-parallel 
while the anterior margin is somewhat rounded, Distinct cost-
ellae, alternating fine and strong, are present on the surface. 
The brachial valve shows gentle concavity in the posterior half, 
but greater concavity anterior to the middle where the valve is 
sharply deflected towards the bra.chial valve. 'l'he interior of 
the brachial valve shows 5 well developed septa and a stout and 
long cardinal process. The rim is thickened and where deflection 
o:r the valve occurs there is a beaded subperipheral rim. 
Qiscussion 
This specimen is most lilte Opikina formosa Cooper (1956) in 
poucuWI.!J its general shape ~, inLstrongly developed cardinal process and 
in having ; distinct septa. g. formo~a has been collected by 
Cooper (1956) trom the Bromide Formation which is regarded as 
Chazyan to Trenton in age. 
Family 
Sub:ramily 
LEPTESTIIDAE 
LEPTESTIINAE 
Opilt, 1933 
Opik, 1933 
Genus SOWERBYITBS Teichert, 1937 
SowerbYites aff, §. lamellosus Cooper, 1956 
Plate 33 • 
Plate 34, 
Figs. 1,2. 
Fig. 1 
LocalitY and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS 03la two valves, one showing the interior of 
n brachial valve the other showing the exterior of a pedicle 
M b of the LonG Point Formation, Valve, Collected from the LeRoy am er 
the Blaclt Duel
,. Broolt village on the eastern 
t"ro miles southwest of " 
. · ·.~· . 
. £ 
. ~· 
. ! 
- ·- ..... 
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side of Long Point. 
Desgription 
The shell is subrectangular in outline with a length equal 
to about two thirds of the width; greatest shell width at the 
hinge. The dimensions of the brachial valve ure as follows• 
Length a 
Width a 
Hinge widtba 
llmm. 
l8mm. 
19mm. 
The lateral margins of the shell are nearly straight in the 
posteriol' half while the anterolateral and anterior. margins are 
well rounded. The cardinal extremities form a right angle. The 
brachial valve varies in its concavity. It is gently concave in 
the lateral profile with the greatest concavity at the anterior 
thil'd where the valve is somewhat sharply bent towax·d the brachial 
valve. The posterior two thirds are nearly flat and a faint 
median sulcus originates at the umbo, The surface of the shell 
shows about 11 to 12 larger costellne occupying a space of 5 mm. 
at the anterolateral JnElrgins, Finest costellae are px·esellt but 
poorly preserved (Pl. 34, Fig. 1). The interior of the brachial 
valve shows a low, rounded, thiclt median septum and 2 low, but 
Wide, luteral septa. The process is moderately elevated (Pl. 33, 
tha l~ig. l). '!he anterior end of Lmedian septum is only slightly 
elevated. 
Discussion 
This specimen is characterized by its transverse 
size and subrectangular outline which places it close 
1amellosus Cooper (1956). It differs from it only in 
form, large 
to soverbyite.s. 
its length 
.... l.·.~ ~--- -H"--·· 
:,-· 
J 
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and width which are less in s. lamellosus. cooper (1956) 
reported s. lamellosos from the Bromide Formation which is 
regarded as Chazyan to Trenton in age. 
Family DENDROGlW~IDAE Roemer in Frech, 189? 
Genus DICTYONEMA Hall, 1851 
Dictyonema flabelliforme (Eichwald) 1840 
Plate 34, Fig. 2. 
Locality and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS 032; fragmented rhabdosome (or parts of 
several rhabdosomes) from the limestones associated with shales 
in the upper part of the Green Point Formation sequence two 
miles northeast of Tea Cove on the eastern side of Long Point. 
Description 
Fragments of fan-shaped appearance (originally parts or 
a complete cone) made up of numerous almost parallel, wrinkled 
stipes that have arisen through dichotomous branching. The 
stipes are united by transverse dissepiments some of which run 
obliquely. ~hecal pattern indeterminate. 
Discussion 
The fragments of the rhabdosome (or rhabdosomes) are 
characteristic of Dictyonema flabelliforme (Eichwald) which has 
an almost world-wide distribu·tior in strata of Lowermost 
Ordovician (Tremadoc) to Lower Carboniferous age (Bulman, 1955). 
Its association in this case with Staurograptus indicates a 
Tremadoc age. 
!' 
Family 
Subfamily 
Genus 
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DIPLOGRAPTIDAE 
CLlMACOGHAP'l'lNAE 
CLUlACOOHAPTUS 
Lapworth, 1873 
Frech, 1897 
Hall, 1865 
Climagogrnptus o.i'i'. Q, inuiti similis Wilson, 191+8 
Plato 3~ ~. Figs, 1,2 
LocalitY and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS 033• slab with weathered rho.bdosomo collected 
from the Misty Cove Member oi' the Long Point Formation at the 
northernmost corner or the Clam Banlt cove. 
Description 
The rhabdosome is biserial, scandent and in the case of the 
particular specimen considered here, 20 mm. long. It is relatively 
narrow and bears tabular thecae whose outer \otalls show sigmoidal 
Cl.trvature. The proximal and distal portions or each theca are 
parallel to the axis. The apertural margin is horizontal nnd 
lies within a well-defined excavation. Each theca is bordered by 
a thick flange-like ridge which culminates in a spine-like 
projection. Another spine is borne by the base of the outer edge 
of each theca. The space between the two spines is concave. 
Discussion 
This species resembles Climacograptus inuiti similis., in 
having a thicltened aperture with a spine-like termination nnd a 
lower spine that results in the thecal wall between the two spines 
having a concave outline. However, it differs in having 11 thecae 
instead or 13 thecae in lOmm. distance. Q.inqiti simil1s has 
been collected by Wilson (1948) rrom the Ottawa Formation which 
is reearded as Ulack-River to Trenton in age. 
~ :· 
:t 
. } 
Family 
Gonus 
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ANISOGRAPTIDAE 
STAUROORAPTUS 
Bulman, 1950 
~ons, 1855 
§taurograptus dichotO!DlJS Emmons, 1855 
Plato 35, Fig. 3· 
LocalitY and Horizon 
Specimen ZMS 03lt; a nearly complete rhabdosome from the 
limestones associated with shales in the upper part or the Green 
Point Formation Bequence about two miles northeast or Tea Cove 
on the eastern side of Long Point. 
Description 
The rhabdosome is small, lOmm. in diameter, and sho'"s a 
quadriradiate pattern ot branching. The branches lie in the 
same plane, horizontal attitude. Branching is dichotomous and 
branches or rour orders are observed; branches short and straight. 
Characters or thecae nannot be distinsuished. 
Discqssion 
This specimen is identical to Staurograptus dichotomus 
Emmons (1855). It is common in the Lower Ordovician (Tl·emadoc) 
Schnghticolte shales at Schaghticolte, New Yorlt \'there it is 
associated with Dictvonema flabellif'orme. (Ruadenm.nn, 1947). This 
association is also round 1n Lower Ordovician shales near Green-
ville, Washington co., as well as in the Taconic slates of Bens-
selaer co., New York (Ruedernn.nn, 1947), and it was first discovered 
in the Green Point Formation of the Port au Po1·t Peninsula by 
Schuchart and Dunbar (1934). 
~ 
' · 
Fig, 1 
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Plate 2; 
Ooniogeras apgeps Hall, 18~7 
Collected from the Black Duck Member or the 
Long Point Formation! two miles northeast or 
Black Duck Brook vil age on the eastern side 
ot Long Point, 
Dorsal side or the specimen showing a part or 
phragmacone indicating the rate or tapering 
and the curve or the septa at their junction 
with the flanges. ZMS Ol9J X l. 
Fig, 2·3 9qnioceras aft, «· 2fcidgntale Hall, 1861 
Collected from t e B ack Duck Member or the 
Long Point Formation, two miles southwest or 
Portage on the eastern side or Long Point. 
Fig, 2 Dorsal side or the specimen showing broad but 
shallow segments. Note the septa on the flanks 
are closer to one another than centrally. 
ZMS 020J X 1. 
Fig, 3 Anterior view or broken shell showing the 
flat ventral side and moderately convex 
dorsal side! and the position of the siphuncle. 
ZMX 020; X • 
- l29 - PLATE 25 
Fig. l 
li'ig. l 
Fig. 3 
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Plate 26 
Orthoceras aff. 0, regulare Schlothoim, 1820 
Collected from the Blaclt Duel<: Member of tho 
Long Point Formation, one mile southwest of 
Black Duclt Brook on the eastern side of Long 
Point, 
A general view or the orthocone which rnoastu•os 
about three feet in length. ZMS 021. 
Closer view of the same orthocone as in 
Fig. l to sho\lt the trace of the s iphWlcle. 
ZMS 021. 
Vertical section of part or same specimen 
showing the siphuncle. ZMS 021. 
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Fig. 5 
li'ig. 6 
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Plate 27 
Spyrocoras aff, s. arguoliraturn Hall, 1932 
Collected from the .Blaclc Ducic Member of 
the Long Point Formation, one mile north-
east of Tea Cove, 
Lateral view of the specimen showing the 
urmulations which ure uniformly ' spaced, 
Note nnnulations und sutures are equi-
distant in their spacing, ZMS 022; X 1, 
Dorsal view of the specimen showing the 
obliquity of the sutures. ZMS 022; X 1. 
EPdogeras aff. E. proteiforme Hall, 1847 
Collected from the Blnclc Duck Membel' of 
the Long Point Formation, one mile north-
west or Three Rock Point. 
Complete septate internal cast of the 
specimen ZHS 023; X 1. 
Diagrammatic cross section of the same 
specimen, showing the ventrally placed 
large siphuncle. ZMS 023; X 1. 
Vertical section of the conch showing the 
size and position of the siphuncle, and 
the holochoanitic septul necks, ~JS 023; X 1. 
Heconstruction based on l•'ig. 5, ZHS 023; X l, 
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Plate 28 
Figs, l-2 ~Lclurites nff, M,trianguluris Teichert 1937 
Collected from Black Duck Member of the 
~~ig. 1 
Fi~. 2 
Figs, 3-5 
Fig. 4 
Long Point 1•'ot•mntion about one mile 
northwest of Dlo.clc Ducic Broolc village on 
the eastern side or Long Point, 
Upper surface of the shell showing large 
umbilicus, convex whorls and the rapid 
onlnrgomont or tho whorls. z.t.·lS 021+; X 1. 
li'lo.t lowor surface of the shell exposing 
all tho whorls. ZMS 021+; X 1. 
Nugluritgs aff, M, mgn;t.tobons is Wh1 teave:J 1890 
Collected from the Black Duclc Hombel' of the 
Long Point t1ormat1on, two miles northeast 
oi' Bluclt Duck Broolc village on the eantern 
side of Long Point. 
Drawing of cross section of the shell 
showing roughly triangular outline of the 
whorls and tho slight gap between 
succeeding whorls, ~~S 025; X l, 
Upper surface of the shell showing small 
and deep wnbilicus and convex whorls. 
Note each whorl leaving the p1•ece~ding one 
slightly, ZMS 025; X l, 
Flat lo,otor surface of the sumo specillum 
as in J.i'ig, 3, exposing all the whorls. 
ZMS 025; X l, 
- l35 - LATE 28 
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Plate 29 
Lophospira sp. indet. 
Collected from tho LeRoy Member of the LonG 
Point Formation, one mile southwest of lJl uclt 
Duck Broolt on the eastern side of Long 
Point. 
External mould or the specimen showing 
tour distinctly angulated whorls. 
ZMS 026; X 10. 
Drawing o1' the same Dpecimen based on 
Fie. 1. ZMS 026; X 15. 
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Plata 30 
Labvrinth~tes ghidlensig Lambe, 1906 
Collected from the Black Duck Member of 
the Long Point Formation from the whole 
length of formation. 
Transverse section showing oval to 
pol~gonal, four to six sided phaceloid 
corallites with thick walls, Note 
the ohain-iike network formed by the 
individuals connected by tubules. 
Zl-1S 027; X 1+5'. 
Longitudinal section showing slender 
parallel oorallites with thick walls. 
Note distinct tabulae in the form of 
thin flati transverse plates across 
the coral ites. ZMS 027; X ~5. 
...... 
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Plate 31 
LgmbeopbYllum aft. L, profundum (Conrad) 
Collected fx·om the Beach Point Member 
or the Long Point Formation at the 
level of Black Duck Broolt post ofi'ice 
on the eastern side of Long Point. 
Lateral view of co1•allite Note the 
sharply p~tnte~. base and the annulnr 
undulations and septal ridges or the 
surface. ZMS 028; X ;. 
Transverse section showing primary and 
seconuary septa extending only a short 
distance from the ep1theca, ZMS 028; 
X 2;. 
Longitudinal section showing deep calyx 
and an absence of tabulae or dissep-
iments. ZMS 028; X 2;. 
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Plate 32 
Opik.na aff. 0. gregaria Cooper, 1956 
Collected from the LeRoy Member of the 
Long Point Formation, one mile south-
west of Black Duck Broolc village on tho 
eastern side of Long Point, 
.. Brachial valve with U·shapeLOUt11ne. 
Note the stout bilobed cardinal process, 
ZMS 029; X 4. 
Reconstruction based on Fig. 1, showing 
the stout cardinal process and the sub-
peripheral rim, ZMS 029; X ~. 
.. .. 
OpikinA aff, 0, formosA Cooper, 1956 
Collected from the LeRoy Member of the 
Long Point Formation, one mile northeast 
of Black Duck Broolc on the eastern side 
of Long Point, 
Brachial valve showing well developed 
bilobed cardinal process, 5 septa and 
a distinct sub-peripheral rim. ZMS 030; X 4, 
Reconstruction based on Fig, 1. 
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Plate 33 
Sowerbxites aff. S. lamellosus Cooper, 1956 
Collected from the LeRoy Member of the 
Long Point Formation, two miles south-
west or Black Duck Brook on the eastern 
side or Long Point. 
Interior of brachial valve. The valve 
is subrectangular in outlinelnwider than 
long with a straight hinge 1 e, Note 
the trilobate cardinal process, median 
septum with low but wide lateral septa, 
The sub-peripheral rim is well marked. 
ZMS 031; X 8. 
Diagrammatic representation of internal 
morphology of the brachial valve based 
on Fig. 1. 
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Plate 31+ 
Sowerbyitgp aft. s. lamellosua Cooper, 1956 
Collected from the LeRoy Member of tho 
Long Point Formation, two miles southwest 
or Blaclt Duclt Brool<: village on the eo.storn 
side of' Long Point, 
Exfoliated pedicle valve showing greatest 
convexity at about the two thirdo of the 
shell. The larger costellae are distinct 
and huve finer costellae between them, 
The fine costellae can still be disting-
uished posterolaterally near the right 
cardinal extremity, ZMS 031; X5. 
01ctyonema flabelliforme (Eichwald) l84o 
Collected from the Green Point Formation 
about two miles northeast of Tea Cove on 
the eastern side of Long Point. 
Parts of several rhubdosomos having a fun-
shaped appearance, Note the pu1•allel 
wrinkled stipes and transverse dissepl-
ments, ZMS 032; X ;. 
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Plate 35 
Cltftagqgraptua att. C. tpuiti ei;ilis Wilson, 19 
Collected trom the Misty Point Member or 
the Long Point F'ormation at the northern-
most oor.ner ot Clam Bank Cove. 
Outline ot specimen ZMS 0331 X ;o. 
Diplograpt1d t7Pe ot development illus-
trated by c. ipu1t1 s~ilis. ZMB 033; x ;o. 
Staurqgraptua 41qhgtomul Emmons, 1855 
Collected rrom the Green Point Formation 
two miles northeast of Tea Cove. 
Nearly complete rhabdosome showing 
quadr1rad1ate branching 1 developed by dichotomous division to the 4th order 
from lt primary branches. ZMS 034J X ;o. 
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Chapter 6 
s•rRA'.l.'IGRAMIY AND CORHELATION 
Stratigraphy 
The Port au Port Peninsula, a part of the Western Platform 
of the Appalachian Orogenic Helt in Newfoundland (Kay, 1966), is 
underlain by an autochthonous sequence of Cambrian and Ordovician 
sandstones and carbonate rocks. This is mantled by an allochthonous, 
folded, clastic sequence or red and gre~n sandstones and argillites, 
belonging to the Humber Arm Group (Cumming, 196?). The Humber 
Arm Group is considered to be a klippe by Rodgers and Neale (196~). 
This allochthonous sequence is, in turn, overlain unconformably 
by rooks of the Long Point Formation. 
The Long Point Formation includes fossiliferous limestones, 
sandstones and shales. The lower two members of the formation, 
the Tea Cove and Shore ~oint Members, consist largely of sandstones. 
The sandy nature of these members, the unconformable contact 
between the Tea Cove Member and the underlying Humber Arm Group 
and the presence of cross-lamination and mud-cracks in the Shore 
Point Member indicate (according to the criteria of Dapples, 194?) 
that shallow marine platformal conditions existed at the time of 
their deposition. Unconformity indicates that the sea encroached 
on the land and cross-lamination shows that currents typical Of 
platformal deposition cross-laminated the accumulating sands. 
The mud-cracks in the Shore ~oint Member resulted from temporary 
withdrawals of the sea from the area which left the water- filled 
sediments exposed to the atmosphere thus resulting in their 
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desication and the development of a polygonal pattern or cracks. 
Sedimentation began again when th e sea readvanced over the exposed 
area and fine sandy material was then deposited in the mud-cracks. 
'l'he Shore .lJoint l'lember is succeeded by the more calcareous 
l-lortage Member consisting of nodular limestones interbedt~ed with 
shales. The calcareous sediment, containing much organic debris, 
and the muds from which this alternation of rock types originated 
were, most likely, deposited offshore beyond sandy littoral 
sediments. The latter are represented in the underlying Shore 
Point Member, within which sandstones are a conspicuous element, 
but are not present in the Portage Member, and their absence is 
attributed to the recession of the shore-line that accompanied 
continuing transgression of the sea during the time that the 
sediments of the Portage Member were being laid down. Further 
transgression led to a reduction in the amount of terrigenous 
. 
material reaching the area and the almost clear waters then pro-
vided a suitable environment for benthonic animals and calcareous 
algae. ~he remains of these organisms accumulated as calcareous 
sediments that eventually became the fossiliferous limestones of 
the Black Duck Member, which conformably overlie the shale-
limes,·r;one sequence of the Portage Member. 
The limestones of the Black Duck Member are characterized by 
an abundance of the coralla of the tabulate coral Labyrinthites. 
Wherever the corals grew in close association they built up small 
Their columnar form indicates that sea level was 
columnar reefs. 
1 1 had been S tationary, the corals would rising because if sea eve 
have grown laterally rather than upwards. 
.. 152 .. 
Corals grow upwui·ds in ordex· to remain close to sea level 
where tho agitated su1•face water is \o/ell oxyeeno.ted and sediment .. 
f1•eo, two o1' the environmental conditions necessary for thoir 
~rowth. Reef corals only grow in warm \'intex· and crinoids o.nd 
other benthonic organisms like bryozoa ulso gro\'t best in wurm 
waters so that it scams lil~ely that tropicul conditions existed 
in the az•eo. that is no\o~ western Nowi'oundla.nd at tho time thut tho 
LonG Point li'ol·mation was being laid down. New:Cow1dlund must, 
therefore, in Middle Ordovician times, have lain close to tho 
equator. This view receives support !'rom the findines of l~oll 
(1968) who investigated the global distribution of Oz•doviclnn 
invertebrates. He recognized two major faunal provincoo i'or tho 
Ordovician, one comprises Europe, Africa and South America and 
the other includes North America. A:f'ter those provinces are 
plotted on a globe, it is found that they fo:t•m two Dymmetrically 
disposed belts around the ea1·th (Plato 36) that are bounded by 
small circles and disposed on either side of a creat circle 
inclined at an angle ot' about 70° or arc to the plane of the 
existing equator. 'l.'hoy are in fact, tho no1•thern an<l southern 
hemj.spheres of the Ordovician earth and the groat circle is tho 
Ordovician equator. 'l'he poles wore, therefore, displaced by un 
angle of 70° from their p1·esont positions, the north pole lyine 
:Ln the Pacific, \.,rest of Hmvaii, and the south in tho Atlantic, off 
southwest Africa. Thus durinc 'M Ordovician time when \mrm 
tropical conditions \'tel'O p1·evnilinC, tho mio t:; cosynclino associated 
with the Appalachian E;eosyncline provided the req~tii·od ,.,rater 
conditions nnd islets for a systew of reefs supportint-; an associated 
PLATE 36 
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Broad pattern of distribution of Ordovician faunas : A, northern hemisphere assemblage; 
B, southern hemisphere assemblage· {From Fell, 1968) 
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fauna., and the present northeast-southwest orientation of the 
geosyncline is seen to conform closely to the equatol'iuJ. zone 
{fell, .1968). 
Although li'ell (1968) recognized Newfoundland as lying close 
to the equator he maltes no tnention of its Ordovician fauna \>thich 
clearly belongs with his northwestern t1•opicul roc ion, 
Deposition of the Black Uuclt Hember wns bl'OU[!ht to u close 
by a temporary regression oi' the sen \'l'hich exposed the reef 
builJing coruls, thus ltilling them and b1•ingine reef dovolopmont 
to an end. The exposed sediments suffered some erosion before 
the sea once moi'cl t1•ansg1·essed over the area and sedi1nontntion 
wus resumed. The LeRoy Hembor, which thus disconfoz·mably overlies 
the Black Duck Membe1·, consists of limestones interbtldded \'lith 
shales. It is sncceeded conformably by the more culca1·eous Uench 
Point Hember. The LeRoy and Beach Point Hembors z·esemble ' tho 
Portage lwtember und Black Duclt 11ombern respectively and this resem-
blance is probably chte to their hnvinr; been laid do\>m under some-
\'l'hat similar env il'onmental conditionr. ul thout;h thG>y wore uppa1•ontly 
unsuitable i'or the development of reef i'Ol'minc col'als us they 
are absent in these mernbol'n. 
The riisty Cove Nembez·, which is the topmost member of t he 
Long Point li'ormation, is made up oi' shales, calcareous sandstones 
and some thin beds of limestones. Towtu·ds the top of tho member 
the sandy and shaly beds become fe1•rue:;1nous cmd their colour 
chan,,es 1'rom grey or t..: reon to pu1•ple. 'l~he m:.1.in pi·l.l't of the Histy 
u t h Q.n in ~ht. UI'\C:\f,,-1~ \_,.9 "'c.mbe.l1 
Cove Nember was deposited undcl' deeper water condi tionsL ns t he 
rhabdosomes of the graptoli ter. Climaco r~raptus a:ce ubW1dantly ~ 
I 
I 
.a 
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preserved in the beds of this member. The much greater thicltness 
of this member and the dominantly clastic nature of the sequence 
clt.el'\'t. dc\t.;s 
show that much more(&iiilii.RlQAt was reachine the area than hitherto 
and that the sea floor must have been gi•adually subsiding in 
order to accommodate this mass oi' sediment. The increa.se in the 
amoWlt of sediment pl~obably resulted from an isostatic rise of 
the land area from \oJhich the seditnent \'las being derived. This 
uplift eventually led to Sltch rapid erosion and deposition that 
1•od sands und muds were ln.id down. These ure the red sandstones 
and shales of the uppermost part of the Misty Cove l;Iember. '£he 
environment of deposition was still ma1•ine arJ these sandstones 
contain the remains of brachiopods and other murine ore"u1isms. 
The Nisty Cove Hember is succeeded at the noi·thel'n and 
southern end of Clam Bunk Cove by the rod beds of the Clam Banlt 
li'ol'mution which were not included in the present study. The 
relationship bet\1/een the Long Point li'ormution and the overlying 
Clam Bank li'ormation is unltnown because the critical sections 
are concealed at both ends of Clam 13a.nlt Cove and at Salmon Cove, 
near Three Nock Point. 
Correlation 
The Lone Point l•'oi·mution of the Port uu Port area has been 
extensively studiod stratigraphically since ::ichuchert ond Dunbar 
(1934) first assigned it its name, but th0 fossils present have 
received little attention apart fi•om the bi·achiopods loJhich -vrere 
studied by Cooper (1956). In the course of the p1·esent ntudy a 
lJ t d 'l'hese include bl·yozo;.ms, laree number of' fossils \vere co .ec e • 
brachiopods, nautiloins, eastropods, ~raptolitos and trilobites. 
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The trilobites are not us prolific in genera, in species 
or apparently in number of specimens us the bryozoans or 
brachiopods but nonetheless they a1·o an important element or the 
faWla, Apart from one specimen of iJ.laenid found in the Black 
Duck Nember, all tho other trilobites wore collectoc.l from the 
overlying Lofioy Nomber. Most or tho Long Point Ii'ormation trilobites 
have l.Ul affinity \oti th specic39 found in tho Ottawu li'ormution of 
the Ottawa-St. Lawrence Lo\lrl:.Uld, 
Two specimens o1' illaenict were colloctod from tho Lone Point 
Ill"cnua 
!i'ormation, one is l'eluted to fie. lagertus lmown to occur in Sillirnan • s 
l•'oosil MoWlt (Baffin Island), which is 1·ogarded uo earliest Upper 
Ordovician in ago (\Vhittington, 195l~), and the other is related to 
I, al voatu,s from the Z.liddle Ordovician rocks of' the Table Head Group 
(~nli ttington, 1965). Else\>1hore illaonicls al'o \ddely recorded from 
the Caradocian and Ashgillian of North America, Britain, l3ulto-
Scandia1 the Siberian platform, eastern Tuimyre and northeastern 
U.s.s.R. (Whittington, 1966). Isotolus collected f1•om thG Lone 
Point li'ormation appearr. to bo closely 1·elated to I. gigas from the 
Hull and Sherman l•'all beds of the Ottawu li'o1·rnution of the Ottavm-
St, Lawrence Lowland. The Hull and Shermun Fall members of the 
Ottawa li'ormution aro reea.rded as Black Hiver to 1'rcnton in ar,e . 
Elsewhere Isotelus is lcnown to occll.r in the Caradoc z·ocks of North 
Am i " tl d d u s s 1' The two fol·ms of Encrinuz·u::; are cr en, ~co un , an ••• \e 
related to .c;. trentonensis and n:, cybelefortnis respl:lctively lmo\om 
from the Leray, .Hoclcland, Sherman lt'all and Cobourc beds of the 
Ott.::~.wa j,i'ormu.tion Olilson, 19lr7). .L!;lsewhere Bncrinurus is represented 
•
1 th ;''JlOl'iC."'.· and ranres from Caradocinn in Dritain, Balto-Scandia, hor · ~ u ~ 
- - --'"'' '-'·""'' ' 
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to Ashgillian in a~o (Po1•terfield to Uichmond, including the 
Bl~cl-: Hiver and T1•enton groLLps and the Cinciru:wtian of North 
Alllcl'ico, ~'ihittington, 1966). Sphaerocoz·yphae is fairly common 
1n the LeHoy Nomber oi' the LonG Point 1i'Ol'mation. It is relnted 
to 13, ;oobusta which is reported f't•orn the Ghorrnun l•'nll bods of the 
Ottawa li'Ol'mation. Sphuorocoryphae is ulso recorded fz·om No1·th 
iunc1·ica, Scotland and Bal to-l:icanclia l'ungint.: from Llanvirn-
Ll;uldoilo throueh Curndoc-Ashgill. Uromystrum is relntod to 
U, validum f1•om the l•!idc.llo Ol•doviciun roclts of the Ta ble Houd G1•oup 
of westc1•n Ne\'lfoundlnnd. It is also Jcnown to occur in the early 
Gnrudocian of North Amoricn, G1•conlund and tho U,:J,J,H. Gnlyptnulgx 
i:; the commonest trilobita in the LonG Point li'or111ation nnd it is 
l'ela t0d to Q, inceptu from the Hiddle Ordovician rocks of the T.lblo 
Ilcud Group of \ltestern Nc.nJfol.Uldl:.lnd. It is tho 1110st chaz·acto1·intic 
Caradoc-Ashgill trilobite of North America, tho Siburion platfoz·m, 
northeastern v.s.s.H., Balto-Scandia and Britain. 
'rhe trilobi to a.ssomblace from 'the Lone Point l~ormation is thus 
most lilce that of the Ottuwu L''ornmtion of tho Otta\ow.-Gt. Luwrcnco 
LO\.zland, o.nd 1 ts age is, thol'cforo, probably bot tv-con late l•i:lcldle 
Ordovician ('l'l':JCltonian) und curly Uppor Ordovician (Cinciruwti::d • 
Tho eoogra.phic distrib~ttion of the tr•ilobi tes of the Lone 
Point 1!'orma.tion fauna clearly pln.ces the asscu1bl::lGC in the northern 
recion of geographical distribution of trilobites descri bed by 
'iJhi ttington (1966). This includes North Amr-a·ica, the Arctic Isl~u1ds' 
Greenland, \vGstern Ireland, Scot lund, Spi tzberr;en, Daltic-Sc.111clio. 
(inchtdinL Norway, sweden und Daliic rccions) and U. ;~ . S . i l. 
-------·· ·-.. , 
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Tho OrdovicL.m b1•yozom1 usoe111blaco of the Long Point 
l"or111ation includes species of tho i'ollo\•tinrt ~~. ~noi·u• 1:> 1 f.!> L"' e flC id.icm, 
St:l.ctoporn Goldfus si trypa, Alllplexopo!'n, Qulopora, Honot1·ypell~, 
J3a to stoma, Hemighrar'mq ~ Diplotrypp. and At...G.ctotoochue. Dn tofltoma, 
IIemiphrW9.n, and iunplexopOli':j\ at•o ospecinlly abtmdant in tho l.Jlaclc 
uuc!c Hemuor. 
This assemblage of bryozoa ir. similar in r:;enol'ic composition 
to tho nsne·mblages present in the Ottawa. li'ormt~tion o.r the Ott:nm-
St. Lm.,ronco LO\oflanc.l (li'ritz, 1957) and tho C:apo CalhoiU'l l•'o1•mation 
or northern Greonln.nd (Troodsson, 1928). Uutostomn, Horn:Lnhrar:ma 
und Amplexopora ul'e ;J.lt:o common in these ansemblaeos. 
'l'he presence of St;Lctopor», Ba tostoma und Ainploxopol·:~ in 
the Lone Point ~ormation sug~osts a possible correlation with the 
Hiddlo to Upper Ordov iciun (uppel' \vildet·noss to lowoi' J..iul·neveld 
Stages) of th0 Gordon Lim0ston0 of '.J:usmnnia (Hoss, 196lb) nnd 
m1 afi'ini ty ,.,i th the bryo~oan fo.WU.l of North America :U1<l the 
Baltic Provinces (Bassler, 1911). 
AtactotoGchus, Galopora und Stictopora from the Lone Point 
iormation have been 1·olated to .,.. kuyi, \mown tu occur in the 
Chazyan (Ordovician) oi' Now Yorlc ~Jtuto und Vermont, C. dumalis 
f tl.lO )Jr.onmrll'l' li'Ol'lll•''t .·Lon Ol' tho 10\·1<31' b0longine to th0 upp0r part o· ~ . ~ , 
purt or Go bourg :.ti'ormation thn t nhO\'IS LU1 ar:e of 'l'l'CJlltOn' lllld 
S, nieholsoni I'espectiVGly, the 1::\G't 11r.l.lllUU beinl'. frOlll the 'l'yrone 
Formation (Trenton) of New York. 
The specimens of' Br:ttostoma and !low:lphrar~uw. collected i'rou the 
1. "e~ co1·,1p:-trr.•t1 '·,'J'.tl1 the Otta\-ta l•'o1·m::ttion specie!:, Black Duclc Hemuer may u . ~ • 
i tl1e 3herwun These ~pecics occur · n · · 
;J. winchelli and H. crenuJ.a.tum. 
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li'all o.nd tho Cobour~:. beds oi' tho Ottu~,om r··o1·mation \oth:lch is recnrded 
as Black River to 'l'ronton (upper \•filclcrness to low0 r Dal·nevold 
Stat; as) • Similurly Amplexopora, which is fairly conunon in the 
i3laclc Dtlck Homber, hus tho chnractel'istics of A, evensi~ from the 
Caradoc Series of Shropshire thut is equated with the lower part of ~h~ 
Barneveld Stages. GoldfU,S!3i'LrYpu in the j;laclc Duclc Nembor is lilte 
a. e sthoni:J. from the Ordovician of the l3al tic Pl'OVinces! 'l'he 
specimens of fach:Liictya and Honotrypella have been related 
rospecti vely to P, umbigun, fl'Olil Ellir; Bay .ii'o1·mn tion of Anticosti 
Isluncl (Upper Ordovician), und to N. o.eguali§ of' the Ordovician 
roclts of Kentucky, 
The colonies oi' LubYrinthites ch1dlens1p, \olh:lch :t'Ol'lll smull 
columnar reefs in thu Bluck Duck H0mber of tho Lone Point lornw.tion, 
o.rc.a. 
are identical to the colonic!l found in the Lulte l·1unicouu.c;an(of 
central Quebec, the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and tho rocks of 
north-\vest Groenlund(Bolton, 1965). \:n1erever these colonies have 
been found they are assoeiated with the unstropods Nacl:Lrites and 
with the nautiloi~ Gonioceraa und this association has boon 
described by .dol ton (1965) as diagnor.tic of the ~·/ill'ierness Gtncc 
of the Middle Ordovician. ~lse~1ere it i!l found in Middle and 
Upper (·I) OI·clov ician rocl):s of Grout Hoar Lulw, Ala.slm, and :Ln the 
upper Ordovician roclcs of ~l.'uva, U,G,.:l.H., (Bolton, 1965), 
'l'ho soli tal'Y coral LalllbeophyJ.lum is related to L. m·ofw1uum 
which is lcnown frolll the Lcruy-.ttoclclanli l.wd~ of the OttaH.:l :"ornwtion 
o.f.' the Ottcnw-st. LU\tJrence LoHland, 
I 
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Gonioceras, Spyroceras, Orthoceras and ~doceras are very 
common n.9.utiloids in the Black Duck Member of the Long Point 
Formation. They have been related to species indicative of an 
age cort·esponding to the upper Wilderness to lower Barneveld 
Stages. G.anceps, G.occidentale and S.arcuoliratum are known 
from the Leray-Rockland beds of the Ottawa Formation of the 
Ottawa-st.Lawrence Lowland, while o.regulare is common in the 
Middle Ordovician rocks of North America, Sweden and the 
U.~.S.ll. (Sweet !n Moore, 1964). Endoceras proteiforme has 
been reported .from the Middle to Up·per Ordovician rocks of North 
America, U.ti.~.H. and East Asia (Furnish and Glenister ~ 
Moore, 1964). 
Climacograptus from the Misty Cove Nember of the Long Point 
Formation has been related to C.inuiti similis of the Cobourg 
beds of the Ottawa Formation of the Ottawa-St.Lawrence Lowland. 
The assemblage of Ordovician fossils found in the Long 
Point Formation is part of a general fauna that seems to be of 
unusually widespread occurrence in the northern hemisphere. It 
is perhaps best known from the Ottawa Formation of the Ottawa-
St .Lawrence Lowland, the Cape Calhoun li'ormation of northwestern 
Greenland and equivalent strata in other parte of North America 
and it is regarded as ranging from upper !"Iiddle Ordovician to 
lower Upper Ordovician (upper Wilderness to uprer Barneveld 
Stages). 
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